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 9 Continuous Chaotic Systems
• driven & viscously damped pendulum

- attractors & nature of strange attractor
- temporal analysis
- transitions in parameter space



consider dt⌦, i.e., development of all u 2 ⌦ ⇢ M
<latexit sha1_base64="yDrvlgjpAJU91+/mBTf9NJSinkA=">AAAFfnichdRbb9MwFABgb6wwym0DiRdeIjYQD6NrhxB74GETfWCaEGXaTVqqyklOWq92ktlO6Rrlb/FfkHiF34GTxqfthoSlSM53jm8nir2EM6WbzZ9Ly3dWanfvrd6vP3j46PGTtfWnpypOpQ8nfsxjee5RBZxFcKKZ5nCeSKDC43DmDT8V8bMRSMXi6FhfJ9AVtB+xkPlUG+qtdfw4UiwA6Wy6be1+FdCnm1sOa0BjywlgBD 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</latexit>

• conservative: dtk⌦k = 0, i.e., development conserves volume of state space

• dissipative: dtk⌦k < 0, i.e., volume vanishes
<latexit sha1_base64="niIK2qVioqs9AnpVpUwlO/rXMRE=">AAAF4HichdTdbtMwFADgFFYY5W8DCSFxE7EhcTFV6RACoYE2UYlNu6BM+5OWqXKSk9arnWS2E7pmuecOcctj8Da8DU4bn7bbJCJFcj4fH9vHir2EUakc52/t1u2F+p27i/ca9x88fPR4afnJoYxT4cOBH7NYHHtEAqMRHCiqGBwnAgj3GBx5g89l/1EGQtI42lcXCZxy0otoSH2iNHWX/rge9GiUUwWcjqBouGXL9uNIgsh0UA Yf7FW3rdxL9yuHHnEvPzqrazZtQnPNDiADFiccImWGgLSzmKUc7Di0pSIKbJkQH6rEAZWSJjfm3ZjmrTJkJKKyD7LhQhTgErtLK07TGT/29UaraqxY1dPpLi88c4PYT8tl+oxIedJyEnWaE6Goz8o9pxL0GgekBye6GREO8jQfF7ewX2kJ7DAW+h1vU+vsiJxwKS+4pyM5UX15ta/Em/pOUhW+P81plKQKIn8yUZgyW8V2eVK6VAJ8xS50g/iC6rXafp8I4it9nnOzQJTysjpFo+EqGKrvNFD99ZbDuYYAQlf1c/2CIkUFHuRuuSIvtMv9j6mH1Kuoz/N+l5v+M+w/MzRAGhiKkCJD50jnhiSSNJQipUhePoNdBz3JXS9mQVn2mLkZEZBIymKcMcNhmaEh0tDQCGlk6tIRZIKC5x1RVJF7U9wjiDBFKEwCWYXKMMdIuYW2hdZGa6PtoO2gDdAGaLtouzjxzBGPv/f19/78kU9q9J/SxeXPOBczFiwjnesbUpOeYjWoWWegcjcpfzLCusrYcGrmIILR1EaVtRXmC4pydBU6o7hzgahE4a6ZrDCTAtS4o1HOQ6NAXwTlz6FvktbVe+N643C92XrTfPttfWVzo7pTFq0X1kvrtdWy3lmb1rbVsQ4sv/a89qn2pbZd9+o/6j/rvyaht2rVmKfW3FP//Q8duAw3</latexit>
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⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="BlFcgH4MNrnE9ol0RKxDtwHlcMU=">AAAFMnichdTNa9RAFADwaY1a169WwYsgwSJ4kJKtiB4EW+zB0oPb0i9olmWSvOzObiZJZybrdkOO3r3q3+HBq3+G3sSj/SOcZDNvd1vBQGDye28+8oYZL42YVI7zY2HxinX12vWlG42bt27fubu8cu9QJpnw4cBPokQce1RCxGI4UExFcJwKoNyL4MgbvC3jR0MQkiXxvjpLoc1pN2Yh86nSdOi+59ClneVVZ82pHvtyo1k3Vt98//Px0bfd81ZnxXrgBomfcYiVH1EpT5pOqto5FYr5ERQNN5OQUn9Au3CimzHlINt5tdzCfqIlsMNE6DdWdqWzPXLKpTzjns7kVPXkxViJ/4qdZCp81c5ZnGYKYn8yUZhFtkrs8t/tgAnwVXSmG9QXTK/V9ntUUF/pCs3NAnHGmQJeNBqugpH6wALVW286nGsIIHRVL9cvKFrU4EHulivyQrv8/4q6SN2aejzvdbiJ9zHeNzRAGhiKkWJDp0inhiSSNJQhZUhePoMdBz3NXS+JgrLsSeQOqYBUsijBGYfYbWhohDQyNEYam7q0BJ2g4HlLFHXm3hT3KCJMEQozgKxTZZhjptxE20TbQttC20bbRhugDdB20HZw4pktrr739ff+/JZPavSf0iXlEZvLqQTLyOZiI2aGZ1gNZtYZqNxNy0NGo44yNpqa2YhgPLVxbVsKxwuKsnedOqP45wJRicJ9ZkaFmSFAVYFGOQ+LA30RlIdD3yTNi/fG5cbh+lrz+dqLXWd14zWZPEvkIXlMnpImeUk2yDvSIgfEJ33yiXwmX6yv1k/rl/V7krq4UPe5T+Ye6/wvbcrUdw==</latexit>

dA
<latexit sha1_base64="f4KTxZksGESuyk5co5Y7ypDnISg=">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</latexit>

@⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="+yVdf6fo70zdLLxrB2/HkHLd37Q=">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</latexit>

dtk⌦k =

Z

@⌦
u̇ · dA Gauss

=

Z

⌦
r · u̇ dV

mean value
= hr · u̇ik⌦k

<latexit sha1_base64="nXofDAcUqWzcslohW5AcIF7Pi5k=">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</latexit>

theorem

u̇
<latexit sha1_base64="CpIXVmEkqdz6hXs3LLRrQpRO5Q8=">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</latexit>

lim
k⌦k!0

dtk⌦k
k⌦k = r · u̇| {z }

<latexit sha1_base64="OoRxy2EEcrdIxwsVmxboj5hM0r8=">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</latexit>

local, with u̇ = f(u) smooth,
<latexit sha1_base64="/3FDqwBrM7WKpGolMrm2XZrfCFI=">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</latexit>

divergence of velocity 
in state space

• conservative , r · f(u) = 0

• dissipative: , r · f(u) < 0
<latexit sha1_base64="WNYPWRujt8vsTCADsbRb4c+4AmY=">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</latexit>

=)
<latexit sha1_base64="XvbgB38osR3cu/7apgVc1GCkf+Y=">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</latexit>

notice
• dissipative systems converge to a true subspace of M with measure 0

• BUT: this need not be a point, can be a limit cycle or a strange attractor
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Figure 5.2.
Stroboscope applied to
the regular regimes
of the sinusoidally
perturbed pendulum
shown in Figure 5.1.
The large symbols
represent the attractors,
a period-1 and a
period-3 limit cycle,
respectively. The
tiny dots stem from
transients. ref fp-period-strob-reg; file fig/5-cch/fp-period-strob-reg

Pendulum For su�ciently weak forcing, the pendulum approaches a peri-
odic limit cycle, which may still be complicated, though (Figure 5.1). What-
ever the complications of this attractor may be, applying the stroboscope
with Ês equal to the forcing frequency Ê yields its periodicity, and eventually
also its more detailed structure (Figure 5.2). — fig fp-period-strob-reg

For µ = 0.84, the pendulum performs a regular oscillation. With the
stroboscope, this leads to one major point that is revisited indefinitely and
in a number of minor points that originate from the initial transients. The
latter are typically visited just once. The single major point represents the
system’s period-1 limit cycle. Its exact location on this cycle depends on
the phase of the stroboscope relative to that of the system’s perturbation.
Sweeping this phase would allow to explore the cycle’s structure in detail,
which is not very interesting in this case but will be used later.

At µ = 0.91, three major points occur and represent the period-3 limit
cycle, i.e., one period of the system state takes 3 forcing cycles. Applying a
stroboscope with the appropriate frequency to an arbitrary trajectory of a
system that possesses a period-p limit cycle as attractor indeed produces p

major points that are revisited indefinitely. In addition, there typically occur
a number of minor points from transients. Their number actually may be
large but they are mostly visited just once.

idx: strange attractor|(

strange attractors are the motivation to keep regular trajectories
also as invariant manifolds: a strange attractor may be seen as
a smooth transition between a regular trajectory and a periodic
attractor

Strange Attractors As a preliminary we recall the di�erence between a
phase diagram, which is the projection of the entire state space to some chosen

idx: phase diagramsubspace, and the stroboscope view, which is the projection of a section of
the state space. Images of trajectories thus may intersect in a phase diagram,
and they typically do, but they must not do so in an appropriate stroboscope
view of a cyclic state space, lest the system’s development equation has no
unique solution at the intersection. This becomes particularly significant if
the sectioning is through a cyclic coordinate of the state space.
Cyclic Dimension of State Space The state variable u3, which we intro-
duced as time, indeed is a cyclic variable. We needed it in order to incorporate
the time-dependent perturbation into the autonomous formulation (3.63) and

attractors

Poincaré section: fixpoints
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Figure 4.6. Phase diagrams corresponding to Figure 4.5. The coordinate u1 corresponds to
the angle Ï, hence is cyclic, while u2 corresponds to Ï̇ and is unbounded. Notice that these are
projections of the three-dimensional trajectories, (u1, u2, u3) ‘æ (u1, u2), hence may intersect even
if the trajectories do not. The thick red lines represents periodic attractors, i.e., limit cycles. For
µ = 1.15, no such attractor exists. Time is color-coded into the trajectories, from blue through
the spectrum to red. This is only manifest in the chaotic motion as the other two approach their
attractor too rapidly.

Next, look at the perturbation µ sin(Êt), which acts in two ways: (i) it forces the
pendulum directly and (ii) it changes the coupling to gravity, the other external force.
Again, dissipation removes momentum proportional to the angular velocity Ï̇. The interplay
between perturbation and gravity gives rise to complicated motions because the time-scales
of the two are independent of each other. With this, the actual momentum input depends on
the system state relative to the phase of the perturbation. The two driving forces gravity and
perturbation may thus either compensate or amplify each other and this changes during the
course of the system’s development. The internal time-scale of the pendulum is �≠1

0 =

¸/g,

given by (4.2), while the external time-scale is that of the perturbation, �≠1. For the
simulations, we chose Ê := �/�0 = 0.8.

For the pendulum to settle in some periodic motion, which we might call a dynamic
equilibrium, the net force integrated over the motion’s period T must vanish. Hence,s T
0 Ï̈(t) dt != 0 or, expressed in terms of state variables,

cch.2

⁄ T

0
u̇2(t) dt = 0 . (4.17)

For the basic oscillation considered here, T = 2fi
Ê . It will be much longer for more complicated

periodic orbits but will remain a multiple of 2fi
Ê .

Higher Order Periodic Orbits A stronger forcing demands a higher momentum dissi-
pation rate, hence a higher mean velocity Ï̇ = 1

T

s T
0 Ï̇(t) dt. Beyond some threshold, this

cannot be accomplished by basic oscillations anymore and the system transits into full orbital
motions, possibly through rather violent phases. Such a transition is typically rather delicate
with a stable orbit taking a long time before it is established. We encountered this already
in Figure 4.3 and will find extended intervals with such chaotic transients in Figure 4.15
below. There appear to be exceptions to this, however, for instance, in an interval around
µ = 0.91 where the trajectory rapidly approaches a period-3 limit cycle (Figure 4.6, middle
frame). This cycle indeed is reached in a very short time, in about one orbit, which is much
faster than what is required to establish the periodic oscillation with µ = 0.84.
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Stroboscope applied to
the regular regimes
of the sinusoidally
perturbed pendulum
shown in Figure 5.1.
The large symbols
represent the attractors,
a period-1 and a
period-3 limit cycle,
respectively. The
tiny dots stem from
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Pendulum For su�ciently weak forcing, the pendulum approaches a peri-
odic limit cycle, which may still be complicated, though (Figure 5.1). What-
ever the complications of this attractor may be, applying the stroboscope
with Ês equal to the forcing frequency Ê yields its periodicity, and eventually
also its more detailed structure (Figure 5.2). — fig fp-period-strob-reg

For µ = 0.84, the pendulum performs a regular oscillation. With the
stroboscope, this leads to one major point that is revisited indefinitely and
in a number of minor points that originate from the initial transients. The
latter are typically visited just once. The single major point represents the
system’s period-1 limit cycle. Its exact location on this cycle depends on
the phase of the stroboscope relative to that of the system’s perturbation.
Sweeping this phase would allow to explore the cycle’s structure in detail,
which is not very interesting in this case but will be used later.

At µ = 0.91, three major points occur and represent the period-3 limit
cycle, i.e., one period of the system state takes 3 forcing cycles. Applying a
stroboscope with the appropriate frequency to an arbitrary trajectory of a
system that possesses a period-p limit cycle as attractor indeed produces p

major points that are revisited indefinitely. In addition, there typically occur
a number of minor points from transients. Their number actually may be
large but they are mostly visited just once.

idx: strange attractor|(

strange attractors are the motivation to keep regular trajectories
also as invariant manifolds: a strange attractor may be seen as
a smooth transition between a regular trajectory and a periodic
attractor

Strange Attractors As a preliminary we recall the di�erence between a
phase diagram, which is the projection of the entire state space to some chosen

idx: phase diagramsubspace, and the stroboscope view, which is the projection of a section of
the state space. Images of trajectories thus may intersect in a phase diagram,
and they typically do, but they must not do so in an appropriate stroboscope
view of a cyclic state space, lest the system’s development equation has no
unique solution at the intersection. This becomes particularly significant if
the sectioning is through a cyclic coordinate of the state space.
Cyclic Dimension of State Space The state variable u3, which we intro-
duced as time, indeed is a cyclic variable. We needed it in order to incorporate
the time-dependent perturbation into the autonomous formulation (3.63) and
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Figure 5.3. Stroboscope applied to the chaotic trajectory of the forced
pendulum with µ = 1.15 shown in Figure 5.1. (left) The stroboscope frequency Ês

is chosen equal to that of the external forcing. Each of the tiny dots corresponds
to a state of the system at one of the discrete times ·n and each of them is visited
indefinitely. In contrast to Figure 5.2 transients have been excluded by a spinup
of 400 forcing cycles before starting to record states. Six successive states at
·n, ·n+1,. . . , ·n+5 are identified by symbols with successively increasing radius
to illustrate that nearby points in (u1, u2) are generally not nearby in time. (right)
Cross-sectional planes are located more closely by choosing Ês = 6Ê. Successive
slices are drawn in ever lighter color.

chose it as a linear variable, mainly in order to retain physical intuition.
Another choice, u3 := sin(Êt), which essentially replaces time by the phase
of the sinusoidal perturbation, would transform (3.63)2 into u̇2 = ≠2“u2 ≠

sin(u1) + µu3. This would have worked equally well, at the cost of further
introducing u̇3 = Êu4 and u̇4 = ≠Êu3, however. While admittedly clumsy,
this formulation demonstrates that the nature of the u3-direction is indeed
cyclic and that a stroboscope with Ês = Ê produces a single section, which
coincides with the corresponding Poincaré section.

Chaotic Trajectory The power of such sections mainly comes to bear on
chaotic trajectories (Figure 5.1). While the phase diagram may hint at some
underlying structure, it is not clearly discernible beyond the fact that it has no
perceptible periodicity. In contrast, the stroboscope reveals that the motion
indeed is not random but highly structured. It apparently proceeds on an
intricately structured manifold that is embedded in the system’s state space
(Figure 5.3). It is manifest in the folded bundles of thin filaments that come — fig fp-chaos-strob

very close to each other without ever touching (left frame), a structure that
apparently is contorted as it winds along the u3-direction (right frame). This
filamentous structure might easily be mistaken as a flow on its own, which
is not the case, however. It consists entirely of isolated dots, although the
limited graphical resolution hides this, which indicate the intersection of the
trajectory with the corresponding Poincaré plane. Indeed, the larger dots in
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Figure 4.6. Phase diagrams corresponding to Figure 4.5. The coordinate u1 corresponds to
the angle Ï, hence is cyclic, while u2 corresponds to Ï̇ and is unbounded. Notice that these are
projections of the three-dimensional trajectories, (u1, u2, u3) ‘æ (u1, u2), hence may intersect even
if the trajectories do not. The thick red lines represents periodic attractors, i.e., limit cycles. For
µ = 1.15, no such attractor exists. Time is color-coded into the trajectories, from blue through
the spectrum to red. This is only manifest in the chaotic motion as the other two approach their
attractor too rapidly.

Next, look at the perturbation µ sin(Êt), which acts in two ways: (i) it forces the
pendulum directly and (ii) it changes the coupling to gravity, the other external force.
Again, dissipation removes momentum proportional to the angular velocity Ï̇. The interplay
between perturbation and gravity gives rise to complicated motions because the time-scales
of the two are independent of each other. With this, the actual momentum input depends on
the system state relative to the phase of the perturbation. The two driving forces gravity and
perturbation may thus either compensate or amplify each other and this changes during the
course of the system’s development. The internal time-scale of the pendulum is �≠1

0 =

¸/g,

given by (4.2), while the external time-scale is that of the perturbation, �≠1. For the
simulations, we chose Ê := �/�0 = 0.8.

For the pendulum to settle in some periodic motion, which we might call a dynamic
equilibrium, the net force integrated over the motion’s period T must vanish. Hence,s T
0 Ï̈(t) dt != 0 or, expressed in terms of state variables,

cch.2

⁄ T

0
u̇2(t) dt = 0 . (4.17)

For the basic oscillation considered here, T = 2fi
Ê . It will be much longer for more complicated

periodic orbits but will remain a multiple of 2fi
Ê .

Higher Order Periodic Orbits A stronger forcing demands a higher momentum dissi-
pation rate, hence a higher mean velocity Ï̇ = 1

T

s T
0 Ï̇(t) dt. Beyond some threshold, this

cannot be accomplished by basic oscillations anymore and the system transits into full orbital
motions, possibly through rather violent phases. Such a transition is typically rather delicate
with a stable orbit taking a long time before it is established. We encountered this already
in Figure 4.3 and will find extended intervals with such chaotic transients in Figure 4.15
below. There appear to be exceptions to this, however, for instance, in an interval around
µ = 0.91 where the trajectory rapidly approaches a period-3 limit cycle (Figure 4.6, middle
frame). This cycle indeed is reached in a very short time, in about one orbit, which is much
faster than what is required to establish the periodic oscillation with µ = 0.84.
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Figure 5.3. Stroboscope applied to the chaotic trajectory of the forced
pendulum with µ = 1.15 shown in Figure 5.1. (left) The stroboscope frequency Ês

is chosen equal to that of the external forcing. Each of the tiny dots corresponds
to a state of the system at one of the discrete times ·n and each of them is visited
indefinitely. In contrast to Figure 5.2 transients have been excluded by a spinup
of 400 forcing cycles before starting to record states. Six successive states at
·n, ·n+1,. . . , ·n+5 are identified by symbols with successively increasing radius
to illustrate that nearby points in (u1, u2) are generally not nearby in time. (right)
Cross-sectional planes are located more closely by choosing Ês = 6Ê. Successive
slices are drawn in ever lighter color.

chose it as a linear variable, mainly in order to retain physical intuition.
Another choice, u3 := sin(Êt), which essentially replaces time by the phase
of the sinusoidal perturbation, would transform (3.63)2 into u̇2 = ≠2“u2 ≠

sin(u1) + µu3. This would have worked equally well, at the cost of further
introducing u̇3 = Êu4 and u̇4 = ≠Êu3, however. While admittedly clumsy,
this formulation demonstrates that the nature of the u3-direction is indeed
cyclic and that a stroboscope with Ês = Ê produces a single section, which
coincides with the corresponding Poincaré section.

Chaotic Trajectory The power of such sections mainly comes to bear on
chaotic trajectories (Figure 5.1). While the phase diagram may hint at some
underlying structure, it is not clearly discernible beyond the fact that it has no
perceptible periodicity. In contrast, the stroboscope reveals that the motion
indeed is not random but highly structured. It apparently proceeds on an
intricately structured manifold that is embedded in the system’s state space
(Figure 5.3). It is manifest in the folded bundles of thin filaments that come — fig fp-chaos-strob

very close to each other without ever touching (left frame), a structure that
apparently is contorted as it winds along the u3-direction (right frame). This
filamentous structure might easily be mistaken as a flow on its own, which
is not the case, however. It consists entirely of isolated dots, although the
limited graphical resolution hides this, which indicate the intersection of the
trajectory with the corresponding Poincaré plane. Indeed, the larger dots in

nature of strange attractor
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Figure 5.3.
Poincaré section (set of red dots) of trajectory
u(·) obtained as directed intersection of u(·)
and plane MÕ with normal vector ‚n. The se-
quence {ui} defines the corresponding Poincaré
map. The blue dots are not considered because
there the plane is transversed in the opposite
direction.
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u(�) ui

ui�1

ui+1

�n

ref poincare-section-map; file fig/5-cch/poincare-section-map.pdf

label: chf-para-poinsec

idx: tools!Poincaré section and map|(

Tool: Poincaré Section and Map Let u(·) be a trajectory obtained
from some three-dimensional dynamical system and let some plane with
normal vector ‚n intersect it. Mark those points on the plane where the
trajectory intersects and leaves in the direction of ‚n (Figure 5.3). This is — fig poincare-section-map

the most simple instance of a Poincaré section.
More formally, a Poincaré section is the set of points {ui} that are

at the intersection between the trajectory and the plane, and for which
(u̇(ui(·i)), ‚n) > 0, where (., .) is the scalar product and ·i is the time the
intersection occurs. For a state space where time is cyclic, the stroboscope
is a special Poincaré section, provided the frequency Ês is chosen appropri-
ately, where the fact that time is directed guarantees that the trajectories
always traverse in the same direction.

In a more general definition, a Poincaré section is a directed intersection idx: Poincaré!section and map|textbf

between the flow u̇ of a dynamical system in d-dimensional state space M
and a lower-dimensional manifold MÕ µ M.

Given a Poincaré section, a discrete dynamical system may be defined
with (i) manifold MÕ, (ii) time T = {. . . , ·i, ·i+1, . . . }, and (iii) develop-
ment equation D : ui ‘æ ui+1, where ui œ MÕ is the starting point of
a trajectory and ui+1 its next intersection with MÕ, with the trajectory
passing in the same direction as it left. Such a discrete dynamical system is
called a Poincaré map. It is often studied instead of the original continuous
system because it inherits many of the original statistical properties and
it is simpler due to its lower dimension. Apparently, a Poincaré map is a
discrete dynamical system.

Recall that successive states ui and ui+1 of discrete dynamical systems
in general are not neighboring. This is illustrated by the left frame of
Figure 5.5 below, where the large dots represent successive states of the
Poincaré map. However, for Lipschitz-continuous development equations,
nearby states u and u + Á remain nearby for some time. idx: tools!Poincaré section and map|)

Regular Periodic Attractors A periodic orbit of some autonomous flow idx: periodic orbit

u̇ = f(u) is defined by
cch.21 u(·) = u(· + ·p) , (5.4)

Heidelberg University
Institute of Environmental Physics
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Figure 5.3. Stroboscope applied to the chaotic trajectory of the forced
pendulum with µ = 1.15 shown in Figure 5.1. (left) The stroboscope frequency Ês

is chosen equal to that of the external forcing. Each of the tiny dots corresponds
to a state of the system at one of the discrete times ·n and each of them is visited
indefinitely. In contrast to Figure 5.2 transients have been excluded by a spinup
of 400 forcing cycles before starting to record states. Six successive states at
·n, ·n+1,. . . , ·n+5 are identified by symbols with successively increasing radius
to illustrate that nearby points in (u1, u2) are generally not nearby in time. (right)
Cross-sectional planes are located more closely by choosing Ês = 6Ê. Successive
slices are drawn in ever lighter color.

chose it as a linear variable, mainly in order to retain physical intuition.
Another choice, u3 := sin(Êt), which essentially replaces time by the phase
of the sinusoidal perturbation, would transform (3.63)2 into u̇2 = ≠2“u2 ≠

sin(u1) + µu3. This would have worked equally well, at the cost of further
introducing u̇3 = Êu4 and u̇4 = ≠Êu3, however. While admittedly clumsy,
this formulation demonstrates that the nature of the u3-direction is indeed
cyclic and that a stroboscope with Ês = Ê produces a single section, which
coincides with the corresponding Poincaré section.

Chaotic Trajectory The power of such sections mainly comes to bear on
chaotic trajectories (Figure 5.1). While the phase diagram may hint at some
underlying structure, it is not clearly discernible beyond the fact that it has no
perceptible periodicity. In contrast, the stroboscope reveals that the motion
indeed is not random but highly structured. It apparently proceeds on an
intricately structured manifold that is embedded in the system’s state space
(Figure 5.3). It is manifest in the folded bundles of thin filaments that come — fig fp-chaos-strob

very close to each other without ever touching (left frame), a structure that
apparently is contorted as it winds along the u3-direction (right frame). This
filamentous structure might easily be mistaken as a flow on its own, which
is not the case, however. It consists entirely of isolated dots, although the
limited graphical resolution hides this, which indicate the intersection of the
trajectory with the corresponding Poincaré plane. Indeed, the larger dots in

nature of strange attractor
recall def of strange attractor
• closure of infinite set of UPOs  

(unstable periodic orbit) →“bundle of spaghetti”
• Poincaré recurrence theorem
• long escape time from  

weakly unstable UPO
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idx: tools!Poincaré section and map|(

Tool: Poincaré Section and Map Let u(·) be a trajectory obtained
from some three-dimensional dynamical system and let some plane with
normal vector ‚n intersect it. Mark those points on the plane where the
trajectory intersects and leaves in the direction of ‚n (Figure 5.3). This is — fig poincare-section-map

the most simple instance of a Poincaré section.
More formally, a Poincaré section is the set of points {ui} that are

at the intersection between the trajectory and the plane, and for which
(u̇(ui(·i)), ‚n) > 0, where (., .) is the scalar product and ·i is the time the
intersection occurs. For a state space where time is cyclic, the stroboscope
is a special Poincaré section, provided the frequency Ês is chosen appropri-
ately, where the fact that time is directed guarantees that the trajectories
always traverse in the same direction.

In a more general definition, a Poincaré section is a directed intersection idx: Poincaré!section and map|textbf

between the flow u̇ of a dynamical system in d-dimensional state space M
and a lower-dimensional manifold MÕ µ M.

Given a Poincaré section, a discrete dynamical system may be defined
with (i) manifold MÕ, (ii) time T = {. . . , ·i, ·i+1, . . . }, and (iii) develop-
ment equation D : ui ‘æ ui+1, where ui œ MÕ is the starting point of
a trajectory and ui+1 its next intersection with MÕ, with the trajectory
passing in the same direction as it left. Such a discrete dynamical system is
called a Poincaré map. It is often studied instead of the original continuous
system because it inherits many of the original statistical properties and
it is simpler due to its lower dimension. Apparently, a Poincaré map is a
discrete dynamical system.

Recall that successive states ui and ui+1 of discrete dynamical systems
in general are not neighboring. This is illustrated by the left frame of
Figure 5.5 below, where the large dots represent successive states of the
Poincaré map. However, for Lipschitz-continuous development equations,
nearby states u and u + Á remain nearby for some time. idx: tools!Poincaré section and map|)

Regular Periodic Attractors A periodic orbit of some autonomous flow idx: periodic orbit

u̇ = f(u) is defined by
cch.21 u(·) = u(· + ·p) , (5.4)
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Figure 5.6.
Real part of essential eigenvalues (5.6) of the Jaco-
bian matrix (5.5) with “ = 0.1 (red) and “ = 0.5
(blue). The gray areas indicate hyperbolic points.
For “2 ≠ cos(u1) < 0, the eigenvalues are complex
with Re(‡) = ≠“, hence the local dynamics is
attractive oscillatory.
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ref fp-state-linstab; file fig/5-cch/fp-state-linstab

To corroborate this, we do a linear stability analysis of the pendulum’s
dynamics given by (3.14). Hence, calculate the Jacobian matrix,

cch.5a a =

Q

a
0 1 0

≠ cos(u1) ≠2“ µÊ cos(Êu3)
0 0 0

R

b , (5.5)

and obtain its essential eigenvalues, for the u1u2-plane, as

cch.5b ‡± = ≠“ ±

“2 ≠ cos(u1) . (5.6)

These depend only on the friction coe�cient “ and on the angle u1 (Fig-
ure 5.6). For |u1| > fi

2 , all states are hyperbolic with a positive and a
see math/5-cch/pendulum.nb

— fig fp-state-linstabnegative real eigenvalue, irrespective of the value of “. The general shape
of trajectories near such a point have already been shown in Figure 2.7
on page 61. Their attractive direction with the negative eigenvalue, the
stable manifold, is responsible for the formation of the attractor in the first
place. The antagonist is the repelling, unstable manifold that prevents an
approaching trajectory from ever settling and keeps it wandering across the
attractor’s surface. We recall from Section 4.3.4 that such a “wandering”
trajectory extracts more information from the strange attractor than just
the locations of its “veins”. Its residence time near an unstable periodic orbit
indeed reflects the local Lyapunov exponents, the eigenvalues (5.6), hence the
magnitudes of stability and instability of that particular orbit.

For completeness and later reference, we also obtain the eigenvectors that
belong to (5.6), Mathematica produces

e± =

1
1

cos(u1)

#
≠“ û


“2 ≠ cos(u1)

$
1

2cch.5c e± =
3
≠“ û


“2 ≠ cos(u1)

cos(u1)

4
, (5.7)

with examples for the monotonic region shown in Figure 5.12 (page 159).
Finally, for the domain with “2 < cos(u1), the eigenvalues turn complex

with constant real part ≠“. The local dynamics thus is attractive and
oscillatory.

In the context of chaotic dynamics, the domain |u1| > fi
2 apparently is

of special interest. Notice that physically, this is the domain where the
pendulum is above the horizontal plane through its pivot.

� = 0.1
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recall def of strange attractor
• closure of infinite set of UPOs  

(unstable periodic orbit) →“bundle of spaghetti”
• Poincaré recurrence theorem
• long escape time from  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ref fp-chaos-strob; file fig/5-cch/fp-chaos-strob

Figure 5.3. Stroboscope applied to the chaotic trajectory of the forced
pendulum with µ = 1.15 shown in Figure 5.1. (left) The stroboscope frequency Ês

is chosen equal to that of the external forcing. Each of the tiny dots corresponds
to a state of the system at one of the discrete times ·n and each of them is visited
indefinitely. In contrast to Figure 5.2 transients have been excluded by a spinup
of 400 forcing cycles before starting to record states. Six successive states at
·n, ·n+1,. . . , ·n+5 are identified by symbols with successively increasing radius
to illustrate that nearby points in (u1, u2) are generally not nearby in time. (right)
Cross-sectional planes are located more closely by choosing Ês = 6Ê. Successive
slices are drawn in ever lighter color.

chose it as a linear variable, mainly in order to retain physical intuition.
Another choice, u3 := sin(Êt), which essentially replaces time by the phase
of the sinusoidal perturbation, would transform (3.63)2 into u̇2 = ≠2“u2 ≠

sin(u1) + µu3. This would have worked equally well, at the cost of further
introducing u̇3 = Êu4 and u̇4 = ≠Êu3, however. While admittedly clumsy,
this formulation demonstrates that the nature of the u3-direction is indeed
cyclic and that a stroboscope with Ês = Ê produces a single section, which
coincides with the corresponding Poincaré section.

Chaotic Trajectory The power of such sections mainly comes to bear on
chaotic trajectories (Figure 5.1). While the phase diagram may hint at some
underlying structure, it is not clearly discernible beyond the fact that it has no
perceptible periodicity. In contrast, the stroboscope reveals that the motion
indeed is not random but highly structured. It apparently proceeds on an
intricately structured manifold that is embedded in the system’s state space
(Figure 5.3). It is manifest in the folded bundles of thin filaments that come — fig fp-chaos-strob

very close to each other without ever touching (left frame), a structure that
apparently is contorted as it winds along the u3-direction (right frame). This
filamentous structure might easily be mistaken as a flow on its own, which
is not the case, however. It consists entirely of isolated dots, although the
limited graphical resolution hides this, which indicate the intersection of the
trajectory with the corresponding Poincaré plane. Indeed, the larger dots in

nature of strange attractor
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Figure 5.3.
Poincaré section (set of red dots) of trajectory
u(·) obtained as directed intersection of u(·)
and plane MÕ with normal vector ‚n. The se-
quence {ui} defines the corresponding Poincaré
map. The blue dots are not considered because
there the plane is transversed in the opposite
direction.

M�

u(�) ui

ui�1

ui+1

�n

ref poincare-section-map; file fig/5-cch/poincare-section-map.pdf

label: chf-para-poinsec

idx: tools!Poincaré section and map|(

Tool: Poincaré Section and Map Let u(·) be a trajectory obtained
from some three-dimensional dynamical system and let some plane with
normal vector ‚n intersect it. Mark those points on the plane where the
trajectory intersects and leaves in the direction of ‚n (Figure 5.3). This is — fig poincare-section-map

the most simple instance of a Poincaré section.
More formally, a Poincaré section is the set of points {ui} that are

at the intersection between the trajectory and the plane, and for which
(u̇(ui(·i)), ‚n) > 0, where (., .) is the scalar product and ·i is the time the
intersection occurs. For a state space where time is cyclic, the stroboscope
is a special Poincaré section, provided the frequency Ês is chosen appropri-
ately, where the fact that time is directed guarantees that the trajectories
always traverse in the same direction.

In a more general definition, a Poincaré section is a directed intersection idx: Poincaré!section and map|textbf

between the flow u̇ of a dynamical system in d-dimensional state space M
and a lower-dimensional manifold MÕ µ M.

Given a Poincaré section, a discrete dynamical system may be defined
with (i) manifold MÕ, (ii) time T = {. . . , ·i, ·i+1, . . . }, and (iii) develop-
ment equation D : ui ‘æ ui+1, where ui œ MÕ is the starting point of
a trajectory and ui+1 its next intersection with MÕ, with the trajectory
passing in the same direction as it left. Such a discrete dynamical system is
called a Poincaré map. It is often studied instead of the original continuous
system because it inherits many of the original statistical properties and
it is simpler due to its lower dimension. Apparently, a Poincaré map is a
discrete dynamical system.

Recall that successive states ui and ui+1 of discrete dynamical systems
in general are not neighboring. This is illustrated by the left frame of
Figure 5.5 below, where the large dots represent successive states of the
Poincaré map. However, for Lipschitz-continuous development equations,
nearby states u and u + Á remain nearby for some time. idx: tools!Poincaré section and map|)

Regular Periodic Attractors A periodic orbit of some autonomous flow idx: periodic orbit

u̇ = f(u) is defined by
cch.21 u(·) = u(· + ·p) , (5.4)

essential eigenvalues (in u1u2-plane)150 19:30, May 16, 2018 5 Continuous Chaotic Systems

Figure 5.6.
Real part of essential eigenvalues (5.6) of the Jaco-
bian matrix (5.5) with “ = 0.1 (red) and “ = 0.5
(blue). The gray areas indicate hyperbolic points.
For “2 ≠ cos(u1) < 0, the eigenvalues are complex
with Re(‡) = ≠“, hence the local dynamics is
attractive oscillatory.
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1
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ref fp-state-linstab; file fig/5-cch/fp-state-linstab

To corroborate this, we do a linear stability analysis of the pendulum’s
dynamics given by (3.14). Hence, calculate the Jacobian matrix,

cch.5a a =

Q

a
0 1 0

≠ cos(u1) ≠2“ µÊ cos(Êu3)
0 0 0

R

b , (5.5)

and obtain its essential eigenvalues, for the u1u2-plane, as

cch.5b ‡± = ≠“ ±

“2 ≠ cos(u1) . (5.6)

These depend only on the friction coe�cient “ and on the angle u1 (Fig-
ure 5.6). For |u1| > fi

2 , all states are hyperbolic with a positive and a
see math/5-cch/pendulum.nb

— fig fp-state-linstabnegative real eigenvalue, irrespective of the value of “. The general shape
of trajectories near such a point have already been shown in Figure 2.7
on page 61. Their attractive direction with the negative eigenvalue, the
stable manifold, is responsible for the formation of the attractor in the first
place. The antagonist is the repelling, unstable manifold that prevents an
approaching trajectory from ever settling and keeps it wandering across the
attractor’s surface. We recall from Section 4.3.4 that such a “wandering”
trajectory extracts more information from the strange attractor than just
the locations of its “veins”. Its residence time near an unstable periodic orbit
indeed reflects the local Lyapunov exponents, the eigenvalues (5.6), hence the
magnitudes of stability and instability of that particular orbit.

For completeness and later reference, we also obtain the eigenvectors that
belong to (5.6), Mathematica produces

e± =

1
1

cos(u1)

#
≠“ û


“2 ≠ cos(u1)

$
1

2cch.5c e± =
3
≠“ û


“2 ≠ cos(u1)

cos(u1)

4
, (5.7)

with examples for the monotonic region shown in Figure 5.12 (page 159).
Finally, for the domain with “2 < cos(u1), the eigenvalues turn complex

with constant real part ≠“. The local dynamics thus is attractive and
oscillatory.

In the context of chaotic dynamics, the domain |u1| > fi
2 apparently is

of special interest. Notice that physically, this is the domain where the
pendulum is above the horizontal plane through its pivot.
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<latexit sha1_base64="kolNntI823NDsFUL05xOakjaUPI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p7t7qKf2NY4q91y9wo2erN1gfo4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p7t7qKf2NY4q91y9wo2erN1gfo4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mzTkLpmS5bE5g0/hYyozdl88Xac=">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</latexit>

�⇡

2
<latexit sha1_base64="i3+zKE2PfOfmiK+cL8lR6am4Tk4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RGOih2avwRRDmMHNuxLWVpyf7FU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RGOih2avwRRDmMHNuxLWVpyf7FU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zurMbSVvD31sGeaulWsaE4Lf2T8=">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</latexit>
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2
<latexit sha1_base64="6CsN6eAltgScw2p/xgs0nWuPYW8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lU5mKorsUMEMy0vPf1+csbmJ9pg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lU5mKorsUMEMy0vPf1+csbmJ9pg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TSSqm+W72PwjkAUTK4evlNcf4sY=">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</latexit>

�± = �� ±
p

�2 � cos(u1)
<latexit sha1_base64="Sr4pcMDzQemwO67PuyXrERJP1Sc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iGNAwVe5wOT50PbwSO45xhYG1Eo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iGNAwVe5wOT50PbwSO45xhYG1Eo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CEBi2nBMpFAPIw7Yg+s+k4scKws=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2.7.
Trajectories for the linear system (2.44)
with – = 1

2 . The fixpoint at (0, 0) is a
saddle point with a stable (blue) and an
unstable (red) manifold. ≠1 0 1

≠1

0

1

u1

u2

that projects the arbitrary state u(0) along its trajectory by time t. Notice in
passing that Ft is the macroscopic kin of the development operator D.

A set S is invariant if, for all u œ S, also Ft(u) œ S for all t. If this set
is continuous and locally Euclidian, which it is if f is Lipschitz-continuous,
than it is an invariant manifold.
Manifolds of Fixpoints Every trajectory is an invariant manifold. Here,
we look at special ones, those associated with some fixpoint u0, and (lo-
cally) classify the corresponding manifolds according to the properties of
that fixpoint. Expressing the Jacobian matrix a

--
u0

in its eigensystem – with
eigenvectors {vi} and corresponding eigenvalues {‡i} – reveals three linear
subspaces, at least one of which is not empty: (i) the stable subspace with
negative eigenvalues ‡ < 0, (ii) the unstable subspace with ‡ > 0, and (iii) the
center subspace with ‡ = 0. Accordingly, we distinguish the stable, unstable,

and center manifolds – think of the set of trajectories – that are tangent to
the corresponding linear subspaces at u0. This association is warranted by
the linearization (Hartman-Grobman) theorem introduced above.
Stable and Unstable Manifold As shown by (2.32), trajectories in the stable
manifold approach fixpoint u0 exponentially, while trajectories in the unsta-
ble manifold are repelled exponentially. A fixpoint may possess a purely
stable or a purely unstable manifold, hence all negative or all positive eigen-
values. It may also be mixed, which then leads to a hyperbolic saddle point.
An example of the latter is the linear system

u̇1 = u1 ≠ –u2

u̇2 = –u1 ≠ u2 , (2.44)

which has a single fixpoint at (0, 0) with eigenvectors v =
! 1

– [1 ± “], 1
"T,

where “ =
Ô

1 ≠ –2, and corresponding eigenvalues ±“ (Figure 2.7).
Center Manifold and Slaving Principle If at least one of the eigenvalues
of a

--
u0

vanishes, a center manifold exists, whose character – attracting,
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ref bifur2d-hopf-super; file fig/2-nds/bifur2d-hopf-super

Figure 2.24. Phase diagram for supercritical Hopf bifurcation with Ê = 1. The
state (0, 0) is a fixpoint, stable for µ Æ 0. For µ > 0, a closed orbit with radius Ô

µ
appears – red circle in rightmost frame – whereupon (0, 0) becomes unstable and
the orbit acts as attractor.

direction, for positive Ê. For µ = 0, the fixpoint becomes critical and the
linear approximation predicts a constant rotation with angular velocity Ê, as
is readily seen with (2.60). However, in the nonlinear regime the trajectories
spiral in according to ṙ = ≠r

3. The nonlinearity vanishes towards the origin,
hence the transition to the practically constant rotation. This is yet another
manifestation of a critical slowdown. idx: critical!slowdown

As µ grows beyond 0, the critical fixpoint at r = 0 decays into an unstable
one, which remains at r = 0, and a stable one, whose location moves with µ to
r = Ô

µ. The latter corresponds to an attractive circular orbit. Trajectories
from the outside continue to spiral in the same direction, now towards the
closed orbit instead of the fixpoint. Trajectories that start within the closed
orbit spiral outwards, repelled by the central fixpoint, and also approach the
attractive orbit.
Subcritical Hopf Bifurcation As a prototype system with a realistic sub-
critical Hopf bifurcation, we choose the corresponding pitchfork bifurcation
along the line of (2.55) and combine it with the angular velocity equation
(2.60)2 to obtain

nds.64 ṙ = r[µ + r
2

≠ –r
4]

Ï̇ = Ê[1 + —r
2] . (2.66)

It has an additional system parameter, –, that parameterizes the range of
the stabilizing process, which is Ã r

4, relative to that of the destabilizing
process, which is Ã r

2.
The linear analysis of the supercritical Hopf bifurcation applies unchanged

also to the subcritical case. Hence, (u1, u2) = (0, 0) is stable for µ < 0, critical
for µ = 0, and unstable for µ > 0, with the trajectories correspondingly
spiraling in or out rotating in the direction given by the sign of Ê.

Trajectories for the full, nonlinear system are shown in Figure 2.25 for some
interesting values of the control parameter µ. As before with the supercritical — fig bifur2d-hopf-sub
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u2 µ = ≠1
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u2 µ = 0

≠2 0 2
u1

u2 µ = 1

ref bifur2d-shift; file fig/2-nds/bifur2d-shift

Figure 2.21. Phase diagram for a stability transition with real eigenvalues,
corresponding to the blue dots in Figure 2.20. The blue line represents the nullcline
u̇2 = 0 and the red one u̇1 = 0. For clarity, the starting points of the trajectories
for µ = 0 are shifted relative to each other.

Choosing the fixpoint (u1, u2) = (0, 0) leads to

nds.55 u̇1 = µu1

u̇2 = ≠u2 . (2.57)

Incidentally, this is the skeleton of a two-species population model. To be
more realistic, it would have to be decorated with some source term for at
least one of the species and with some interaction term, leading for instance
to the glycolysis model (2.26).

We stick with the skeleton and focus on the stability transition of the
fixpoint (Figure 2.21). Recalling the conditions for linear stability – which — fig bifur2d-shift

are det a > 0 and tr a < 0 –, the fixpoint is apparently stable for µ < 0 and
unstable for µ > 0. Furthermore, with ‡2 < 0, the system is always attractive
in u2-direction. Then, with µ passing from negative values through 0 to
positive values, the system changes from attractive in u1-direction through
neutral to repulsive.

The above analysis is a powerful tool to qualitatively understand the flow
of a given system and the associated separation of the state space. It is
greatly facilitated by local linear approximations that allow to represent
the system in the eigenspace of the local Jacobian matrix, which in turn
decomposes the system into a sum of non-interacting processes. Notice as a
caveat, however, that such an approximation is in general restricted to some
neighborhood, which indeed may be very small. Beyond that neighborhood,
the linear approximation typically di�ers qualitatively from the underlying
system.

The appearance or disappearance of a fixpoints of course has an even more
dramatic impact on the system’s topology than a stability shift. We study
them in the following, first for real eigenvalues and in the next section for
complex conjugate eigenvalues. Compared to these structural changes, transitions between real-

valued and complex conjugate eigenvalues are of lesser impor-
tance.

intersection
with trajectory

on attractor
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ref fp-chaos-strob; file fig/5-cch/fp-chaos-strob

Figure 5.3. Stroboscope applied to the chaotic trajectory of the forced
pendulum with µ = 1.15 shown in Figure 5.1. (left) The stroboscope frequency Ês

is chosen equal to that of the external forcing. Each of the tiny dots corresponds
to a state of the system at one of the discrete times ·n and each of them is visited
indefinitely. In contrast to Figure 5.2 transients have been excluded by a spinup
of 400 forcing cycles before starting to record states. Six successive states at
·n, ·n+1,. . . , ·n+5 are identified by symbols with successively increasing radius
to illustrate that nearby points in (u1, u2) are generally not nearby in time. (right)
Cross-sectional planes are located more closely by choosing Ês = 6Ê. Successive
slices are drawn in ever lighter color.

chose it as a linear variable, mainly in order to retain physical intuition.
Another choice, u3 := sin(Êt), which essentially replaces time by the phase
of the sinusoidal perturbation, would transform (3.63)2 into u̇2 = ≠2“u2 ≠

sin(u1) + µu3. This would have worked equally well, at the cost of further
introducing u̇3 = Êu4 and u̇4 = ≠Êu3, however. While admittedly clumsy,
this formulation demonstrates that the nature of the u3-direction is indeed
cyclic and that a stroboscope with Ês = Ê produces a single section, which
coincides with the corresponding Poincaré section.

Chaotic Trajectory The power of such sections mainly comes to bear on
chaotic trajectories (Figure 5.1). While the phase diagram may hint at some
underlying structure, it is not clearly discernible beyond the fact that it has no
perceptible periodicity. In contrast, the stroboscope reveals that the motion
indeed is not random but highly structured. It apparently proceeds on an
intricately structured manifold that is embedded in the system’s state space
(Figure 5.3). It is manifest in the folded bundles of thin filaments that come — fig fp-chaos-strob

very close to each other without ever touching (left frame), a structure that
apparently is contorted as it winds along the u3-direction (right frame). This
filamentous structure might easily be mistaken as a flow on its own, which
is not the case, however. It consists entirely of isolated dots, although the
limited graphical resolution hides this, which indicate the intersection of the
trajectory with the corresponding Poincaré plane. Indeed, the larger dots in

the state of a chaotic system cannot be 
predicted beyond a finite time horizon 
yet 
minute details of attractor are revealed by 
long simulations with moderate precision 

contradiction?

no: 
• the strange attractor is a stationary “object” in 
state space {u1,u2,u3} 

• it is robustly shadowed by any trajectory that 
starts within its basin of attraction 

• the computational precision determines the 
resolvable detail, not the attractor per se 

•what is unpredictable is the state, the position 
on the attractor

hence, for the chaotic regime 
• the statistics is predictable 
• states, and their sequence, 
beyond the deterministic 
time horizon are not
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ref fp-dist-fun0; file fig/5-cch/fp-dist-fun0

Figure 5.4. Sections of the trajectories – u1(u3) corresponding to Ï(t) – of
the sinusoidally forced pendulum (upper) and corresponding distance functions
(5.6) (lower) for two di�erent perturbation amplitudes µ, both cases with “ = 0.1.
Recording of the trajectories started after a spinup time that got rid of transients.
The angle Ï is shown both as cyclic variable (blue) and unfolded to get rid of the 2fi-
jumps (red). The distance function (5.6) was calculated for the unfolded trajectory.
They look very di�erent for the folded case. The time axes in corresponding upper
and lower graphs are the same to facilitate the association of features. The gray
line in the lower frames separates information that stems from the time interval
shown in upper frame (below gray line) and from earlier times (above gray line).

lines at �t = ktp with k œ N. With the period-3 limit cycle that prevails
for µ = 0.93, tp = 6fi

Ê ¥ 23.6. The trajectory’s smaller peaks lead to
additional structures in the distance map with tÕ

p = 1
3 tp ¥ 7.86.

Non-Periodic Chaotic Motion (Figure 5.4, right frame) Choosing any
trajectory on the strange attractor, the distance function d�(t, �t) ex-
tracts the information about its UPOs, in particular their periodicity, and
their stability (Figure 5.4). To recognize this, notice that by definition,
d�(t, 0) = 0 and d�(t, �t) Ø 0 for t and �t. As for the periodic case,
increasing �t from 0 always leads to an initial increase of d�. Then, if the
orbit returns to some neighborhood of where it set out, d� will decrease

Heidelberg University
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ref fp-state-regimes; file fig/5-cch/fp-state-regimes

Figure 5.1. Phase diagrams for the damped state-forced pendulum (3.63)
with parameters “ = 0.1 and Ê = 0.8 for di�erent perturbation amplitudes µ.
Trajectories for these cases are shown in Figure 3.26 on page 74. Recall that the
coordinate u1 corresponds to the angle Ï, hence is cyclic, while u2 corresponds to
Ï̇ and is unbounded. The thick red lines represents the periodic attractors. No
such attractor appears for µ = 1.15, even for much longer times than shown here.
Further recall that these phase diagrams are projections of the three-dimensional
trajectories, the third dimension being time, and that the trajectories do not
intersect in state space.

increases – until it reaches a state where the momentum gained from the
external forcing during a period 2fi

Ê equals the momentum dissipated during
this same time. It is worth to look into the physics of this particular system in
some more detail since it is generic also for other, more complicated systems.
To this end, we express (3.63) in physical term as

cch.1 Ï̈¸˚˙˝
momentum change,

net force

= ≠ sin(Ï)¸ ˚˙ ˝
gravity

+µ sin(Êt)¸ ˚˙ ˝
perturbation

≠2“Ï̇¸ ˚˙ ˝
dissipation

. (5.1)

Notice on the formal side, that the denotations of the individual terms are
brief, since we focus on the structural essentials. For instance, Ï̈ is the
specific angular force, per unit mass, which results from Newton’s third law
that the temporal rate of change of momentum equals the corresponding
force. Similar for the other terms, which all may be read either as specific
forces or as specific momentum fluxes.

In the absence of any perturbation, gravity leads to a force in z-direction, of
which only the angular component sin(Ï) contributes to the motion, however.
This force, which typically remains from the initial condition, is reduced
exponentially by dissipation, such that the system quickly settles in its static
equilibrium state.

Next, look at the perturbation µ sin(Êt), which acts in two ways: (i) it
forces the pendulum directly and (ii) it changes the coupling to gravity, the
other external force. Again, dissipation removes momentum proportional to
the angular velocity Ï̇. The interplay of perturbation and gravity gives rise
to complicated motions because the time-scales of the two are independent
of each other. With this, the actual momentum input depends on the system

unfolded / folded

t

t

d�(t,�t) := ku(t)� u(t��t)k2

t0p =
1

3
tp ⇡ 7.86
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Figure 5.4. Sections of the trajectories – u1(u3) corresponding to Ï(t) – of
the sinusoidally forced pendulum (upper) and corresponding distance functions
(5.6) (lower) for two di�erent perturbation amplitudes µ, both cases with “ = 0.1.
Recording of the trajectories started after a spinup time that got rid of transients.
The angle Ï is shown both as cyclic variable (blue) and unfolded to get rid of the 2fi-
jumps (red). The distance function (5.6) was calculated for the unfolded trajectory.
They look very di�erent for the folded case. The time axes in corresponding upper
and lower graphs are the same to facilitate the association of features. The gray
line in the lower frames separates information that stems from the time interval
shown in upper frame (below gray line) and from earlier times (above gray line).

lines at �t = ktp with k œ N. With the period-3 limit cycle that prevails
for µ = 0.93, tp = 6fi

Ê ¥ 23.6. The trajectory’s smaller peaks lead to
additional structures in the distance map with tÕ

p = 1
3 tp ¥ 7.86.

Non-Periodic Chaotic Motion (Figure 5.4, right frame) Choosing any
trajectory on the strange attractor, the distance function d�(t, �t) ex-
tracts the information about its UPOs, in particular their periodicity, and
their stability (Figure 5.4). To recognize this, notice that by definition,
d�(t, 0) = 0 and d�(t, �t) Ø 0 for t and �t. As for the periodic case,
increasing �t from 0 always leads to an initial increase of d�. Then, if the
orbit returns to some neighborhood of where it set out, d� will decrease
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Figure 5.4. Sections of the trajectories – u1(u3) corresponding to Ï(t) – of
the sinusoidally forced pendulum (upper) and corresponding distance functions
(5.6) (lower) for two di�erent perturbation amplitudes µ, both cases with “ = 0.1.
Recording of the trajectories started after a spinup time that got rid of transients.
The angle Ï is shown both as cyclic variable (blue) and unfolded to get rid of the 2fi-
jumps (red). The distance function (5.6) was calculated for the unfolded trajectory.
They look very di�erent for the folded case. The time axes in corresponding upper
and lower graphs are the same to facilitate the association of features. The gray
line in the lower frames separates information that stems from the time interval
shown in upper frame (below gray line) and from earlier times (above gray line).

lines at �t = ktp with k œ N. With the period-3 limit cycle that prevails
for µ = 0.93, tp = 6fi

Ê ¥ 23.6. The trajectory’s smaller peaks lead to
additional structures in the distance map with tÕ

p = 1
3 tp ¥ 7.86.

Non-Periodic Chaotic Motion (Figure 5.4, right frame) Choosing any
trajectory on the strange attractor, the distance function d�(t, �t) ex-
tracts the information about its UPOs, in particular their periodicity, and
their stability (Figure 5.4). To recognize this, notice that by definition,
d�(t, 0) = 0 and d�(t, �t) Ø 0 for t and �t. As for the periodic case,
increasing �t from 0 always leads to an initial increase of d�. Then, if the
orbit returns to some neighborhood of where it set out, d� will decrease

d�(t,�t) := ku(t)� u(t��t)k2
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distance function
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Figure 4.5.
Trajectories of damped state-forced pendu-
lum (4.14) projected into the u1-u3 plane that
represents angle and time. Parameters are
“ = 0.1 and Ê = 0.8. The pendulum’s natural
frequency is 1. At · = 0, it is at rest in the
unforced equilibrium state, i.e., at (u1, u2) =
(0, 0). Horizontal lines in the topmost frame
indicate the amplitude calculated from the
small-angle approximation (4.11). Notice
that u1 œ [≠fi,fi] is a cyclic variable. Lines
that reach the upper and lower boundary
thus represent full circles of the pendulum.
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Basic Oscillations For su�ciently weak sinusoidal perturbations, the pendulum performs
an equally sinusoidal motion. The phase diagram, appropriately scaled, is a circle. With the
ratio µ/“ between forcing and dissipation su�ciently small, this asymptotic state is reached
quickly, within the first period. Increasing the perturbation amplitude, e.g., to µ = 0.84,
the motion becomes nonlinear and the phase diagram deviates considerably from a circle
(Figure 4.6, left frame). Notice that the angle reaches up to about 2.3, much higher than
horizontal, which is fi

2 .
The pendulum apparently executes a complicated motion before it settles for the basic

oscillation. Closer scrutiny of the trajectory reveals how it picks up momentum during this
phase – the amplitude of u2 = Ï̇ increases – until it reaches a state where the momentum
gained from the external forcing during a period 2fi

Ê equals the momentum dissipated during
this same time. We look into the physics of this particular system in some more detail
because it is representative also for other, more complicated systems. To this end, we
express (4.14) in physical term as

Ï̈¸˚˙˝
momentum change

= ≠ sin(Ï)¸ ˚˙ ˝
gravity

+µ sin(Êt)¸ ˚˙ ˝
perturbation

≠2“Ï̇¸ ˚˙ ˝
dissipation

. (4.16)

Notice on the formal part, that the denotations of the individual terms are brief, since
we focus on the structural essentials. For instance, Ï̈ is the specific angular force, per unit
mass, which results from Newton’s second law that the temporal rate of change of momentum
equals the corresponding force. Similarly for the other terms, which all may be read either
as specific forces or as specific momentum fluxes.

In the absence of any perturbation, gravity leads to a force in z-direction, of which only the
angular component sin(Ï) contributes to the motion, however. This force, which typically
remains from the initial condition, is reduced exponentially by dissipation, such that the
system quickly settles in its static equilibrium state, which is Ï = 0 and Ï̇ = 0.
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Figure 5.4. Sections of the trajectories – u1(u3) corresponding to Ï(t) – of
the sinusoidally forced pendulum (upper) and corresponding distance functions
(5.6) (lower) for two di�erent perturbation amplitudes µ, both cases with “ = 0.1.
Recording of the trajectories started after a spinup time that got rid of transients.
The angle Ï is shown both as cyclic variable (blue) and unfolded to get rid of the 2fi-
jumps (red). The distance function (5.6) was calculated for the unfolded trajectory.
They look very di�erent for the folded case. The time axes in corresponding upper
and lower graphs are the same to facilitate the association of features. The gray
line in the lower frames separates information that stems from the time interval
shown in upper frame (below gray line) and from earlier times (above gray line).

lines at �t = ktp with k œ N. With the period-3 limit cycle that prevails
for µ = 0.93, tp = 6fi

Ê ¥ 23.6. The trajectory’s smaller peaks lead to
additional structures in the distance map with tÕ

p = 1
3 tp ¥ 7.86.

Non-Periodic Chaotic Motion (Figure 5.4, right frame) Choosing any
trajectory on the strange attractor, the distance function d�(t, �t) ex-
tracts the information about its UPOs, in particular their periodicity, and
their stability (Figure 5.4). To recognize this, notice that by definition,
d�(t, 0) = 0 and d�(t, �t) Ø 0 for t and �t. As for the periodic case,
increasing �t from 0 always leads to an initial increase of d�. Then, if the
orbit returns to some neighborhood of where it set out, d� will decrease
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Figure 5.5.
Distance function (5.7) in analogy to
the left frames of Figure 5.4. The
contour levels are chosen such that
the distance function graphically
resembles the corresponding
recurrence map introduced in (5.8).
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again, ideally to 0 for a closed orbit. Hence, a periodic or quasi-periodic
orbit with periodicity tp manifests itself by a small value of d�(t, tp). Since
all orbits on a strange attractor are unstable – if one of them was stable,
the entire attractor would condense on it – this will only be the case for
t in some limited time interval, the orbit’s lifetime · . For · ∫ tp, there
occur multiple passages through the orbit and a corresponding bundle of
parallel lines, locally equal to the periodic motion. In the figure, instances
of such bundles appear for t œ [400, 440] with a period-1 orbit and for
t œ [540, 590] with a period-3 orbit.

We furthermore recognize that periodic orbits recur irregularly and after
very long times, for instance the period-1 orbit for t œ [480, 510] and
�t œ [230, 270]. These more elaborate structures are easier to recognize in
an alternative formulation of the distance function,

cch.4 d(t0, t1) := Îu(t0) ≠ u(t1)Î2 , (5.7)

where we again use the L2-norm to be specific. As shown by Figure 5.5, this — fig fp-dist-fun1

leads to a rotated and sheared version of Figure 5.4. The trivial feature,
which expresses the fact that the distance between a state and itself is
zero, now is the diagonal. The localized packets on the diagonal, with just
a few parallel lines with slope 1, represent long-lived unstable periodic

d�(t,�t) := ku(t)� u(t��t)k2 d(t0, t1) := ku(t0)� u(t1)k2

period-3
period-1

Heidelberg University
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distance function
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Figure 5.4. Sections of the trajectories – u1(u3) corresponding to Ï(t) – of
the sinusoidally forced pendulum (upper) and corresponding distance functions
(5.6) (lower) for two di�erent perturbation amplitudes µ, both cases with “ = 0.1.
Recording of the trajectories started after a spinup time that got rid of transients.
The angle Ï is shown both as cyclic variable (blue) and unfolded to get rid of the 2fi-
jumps (red). The distance function (5.6) was calculated for the unfolded trajectory.
They look very di�erent for the folded case. The time axes in corresponding upper
and lower graphs are the same to facilitate the association of features. The gray
line in the lower frames separates information that stems from the time interval
shown in upper frame (below gray line) and from earlier times (above gray line).

lines at �t = ktp with k œ N. With the period-3 limit cycle that prevails
for µ = 0.93, tp = 6fi

Ê ¥ 23.6. The trajectory’s smaller peaks lead to
additional structures in the distance map with tÕ

p = 1
3 tp ¥ 7.86.

Non-Periodic Chaotic Motion (Figure 5.4, right frame) Choosing any
trajectory on the strange attractor, the distance function d�(t, �t) ex-
tracts the information about its UPOs, in particular their periodicity, and
their stability (Figure 5.4). To recognize this, notice that by definition,
d�(t, 0) = 0 and d�(t, �t) Ø 0 for t and �t. As for the periodic case,
increasing �t from 0 always leads to an initial increase of d�. Then, if the
orbit returns to some neighborhood of where it set out, d� will decrease
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Figure 5.5.
Distance function (5.7) in analogy to
the left frames of Figure 5.4. The
contour levels are chosen such that
the distance function graphically
resembles the corresponding
recurrence map introduced in (5.8).
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again, ideally to 0 for a closed orbit. Hence, a periodic or quasi-periodic
orbit with periodicity tp manifests itself by a small value of d�(t, tp). Since
all orbits on a strange attractor are unstable – if one of them was stable,
the entire attractor would condense on it – this will only be the case for
t in some limited time interval, the orbit’s lifetime · . For · ∫ tp, there
occur multiple passages through the orbit and a corresponding bundle of
parallel lines, locally equal to the periodic motion. In the figure, instances
of such bundles appear for t œ [400, 440] with a period-1 orbit and for
t œ [540, 590] with a period-3 orbit.

We furthermore recognize that periodic orbits recur irregularly and after
very long times, for instance the period-1 orbit for t œ [480, 510] and
�t œ [230, 270]. These more elaborate structures are easier to recognize in
an alternative formulation of the distance function,

cch.4 d(t0, t1) := Îu(t0) ≠ u(t1)Î2 , (5.7)

where we again use the L2-norm to be specific. As shown by Figure 5.5, this — fig fp-dist-fun1

leads to a rotated and sheared version of Figure 5.4. The trivial feature,
which expresses the fact that the distance between a state and itself is
zero, now is the diagonal. The localized packets on the diagonal, with just
a few parallel lines with slope 1, represent long-lived unstable periodic

d�(t,�t) := ku(t)� u(t��t)k2 d(t0, t1) := ku(t0)� u(t1)k2

period-1

missed correlations 
(operator too weak 
for this signal)
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Figure 5.6.
Unfolded angle Ï = u1
of sinusoidally perturbed
pendulum with µ = 1.15
as in Figure 5.5, but here
for much longer times. ref fp-traj-115-unfold; file fig/5-cch/fp-traj-115-unfold

orbits. Examples are around t = 400 and t = 560. The separation of
the stripes again reflects the periodicities, which are di�erent for the two
examples.

Next, we notice some correspondences between localized packets on
the diagonal and practically identical packets o�-diagonal. An example
is around t = 500 on- and around t = 250 o�-diagonal, similarly 290
on- and 115 o�-diagonal. Each of the packets again indicates intermit-
tent periodicity and their correspondence reveals that the same temporal
structures occur at di�erent times. This is corroborated by the unfolded
trajectory.

Finally, we look at the almost perfect rectangle around t = 140. It re-
sults from the near-perfect zigzag-trajectory between t = 70 and 210. The
other nearly straight parts of the trajectory lead to the further geometric
features of the distance function.

The distance function thus reveals a rich spectrum of structures in the
temporal development of this deterministic chaotic system, structures that
occur on several time-scales. Interestingly, from the larger perspective the
unfolded angle Ï performs a random walk (Figure 5.6). — fig fp-traj-115-unfold

idx: tools!distance function|)

idx: distance function|)

idx: recurrence map|(

idx: tools!recurrence map|(

Tool: Recurrence Map A digital variant of the distance function is the
recurrence map

idx: recurrence map|textbfcch.5 R(ti, tj) := H
!
Á ≠ d(ti, tj)

"
, (5.8)

where H is the Heaviside step function and Á is an appropriately chosen
small number [Marwan et al. 2007]. The function R(ti, tj) is 1 if the state
at tj is within Á of the state at time ti, thence the name recurrence. idx: recurrence map|)

idx: tools!recurrence map|)

idx: distance function|)

idx: recurrence map|)

text fragment incl math & fig hidden here: |subsubsectionStatistical
Temporal Analysis — this topic is worked out well enough,
however. In particular, concept of a statistical representation of
a random walk needs more work. So far, the analysis is strongly
dependent on sample size and accuracy.

5.1.3
Transitions

Dissipative systems are typically completely described by their attractors.
This is because any initial volume of state space contracts during the system’s
development and eventually settles on some attractor. In order to understand
the general phenomenology of such a system it thus su�ces to study its
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Figure 4.3.
Empirical attractor u(µ) of the
logistic map (4.7), which also
corresponds to the stable part of
the map’s bifurcation diagram. The
line at µŒ

1 = 3.56995 marks the end
of the first period-doubling cascade
and the transition to the chaotic
regime. To generate this figure, for
each value of µ the state is initialized,
here at u = 0.1, and f(u) is iterated
4’000 times to approach the attractor.
The subsequent 400 iterates, which
now illuminate the attractor, are
marked with a dot. 0 2 4
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ref logistic-bifur; file fig/4-dch/lm-bifur

the final phase of the approach is exponential, as long as the fixpoint is not
a critical one, i.e., one with a vanishing eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix.
The situation becomes di�cult with extended attractors on which the state
continues to develop, now just tracing it. An empirical solution is to allow
for a very long time for the descent to the attractor, knowing that nothing
can go wrong if the system has already been closely tracing the attractor for
some time before we start recording. We only lose computing time, which is
not critical for the type of simple systems we consider here. Still, we need
to be on the alert for signals that hint at remaining transients. A typical
example are smeared out features that are produced by the critical slowdown
along center manifolds (vanishing eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix).

4.3.2
Stationary Regime
The iterated function of the logistic map (4.7) is

dch.8 f(u) = µu[1 ≠ u], µ œ [0, 4] . (4.8)

Solving f(u) = u yields the fixpoints

dch.9 u
ú
0 = 0 and u

ú
1 = 1 ≠

1
µ

. (4.9)

To determine the linear stability, we first calculate the single element of the
Jacobian matrix, ˆuf(u) = µ[1 ≠ 2u], which then is also the eigenvalue ‡.
Evaluating it at the fixpoints and recalling the stability criterion, |‡| < 1,
reveals that (i) u

ú
0 is stable for µ œ [0, 1[, (ii) u

ú
1 is stable for µ œ]1, 3[, and

(iii) there exists no stable fixpoint of f for µ œ [3, 4].
The bifurcation at µ = 1 is transcritical (Figure 2.14 on page 71) with u

ú
0

and u
ú
1 exchanging their roles as attractor and repellor. Specifically, all initial

recall 
• logistic map: 

one-dimensional discrete system 
• bifurcation diagram: 

asymptotic states as function of µ

now

• driven pendulum:
3-dimensional (u1, u2, u3), continuous, 3-parameter (µ,!, �) system

• representation of attracting sets:
asymptotic states u⇤

1 (return point in positive half space) as function of µ
<latexit sha1_base64="XTzs8pGsxT1Z1i5TUVIfQ3yGQXs=">AAAGPXichZTNbhMxEMc3QPgIXy1IXLhYNEgtSqukFQIhDiB6oOqloBaQuiXy7s4mbtb2Yo9DmlWehCs8B8/BA3BDXLlib3fdBJCwZGn2N+OZ8d9eR3nGNHa73xrnzl9oXrx0+Urr6rXrN24uLd96o6VRMRzEMpPqXUQ1ZEzAATLM4F2ugPIog7fR6IXzvx2D0kyKfTzJ4YjTgWApiyla1F9u3BDyYyuMYMBEwRA4m8KsFTqLJI 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</latexit>

notice:

• isolated special points on asymptotic trajectory

• 1-dimensional subspace of parameter space
<latexit sha1_base64="p3Ozh89HNUat4mCXZ0Vdg+yaQ68=">AAAFxHichZRbb9MwFMdTWGGU2wYSL7xYm5CQ2KZmCDEhHjYxIaa9lGk3qZkqJzlpvfqS2U5pG4WPwXfju/CAnSZuuyFhKdLx79x8/lYcppQo3W7/bty7v9J88HD1Uevxk6fPnq+tvzhXIpMRnEWCCnkZYgWUcDjTRFO4TCVgFlK4CIdfrP9iBFIRwU/1JIUrhvucJCTC2qDe2i8uNIngUxB0t/29VF+1ghD6hOdEAyNTKFqBtR 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</latexit>
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� = 0.1 , ! = 0.8 , " = 10�6
<latexit sha1_base64="KP6BYJHDEgVCAIl+b2jzLdMjQZU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RSfZyZhLCsvyA6ynZspyeTweuMk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RSfZyZhLCsvyA6ynZspyeTweuMk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V80GI1ohlZmdGn3RxrojnzgWbiA=">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</latexit>

small-angle 
approximation

⇡

2discontinuity 
& hysteresis

calculation • start at (⌧, u1, u2) = (0, u10 , 0) (coded by color and size)

• spinup: ⌧ = 200000, then record u⇤
1 for ⌧ = 20000 (discretized)

• dot size increasing with number of passage through same point
(zoom into pdf version of lecture note to see finer details)

• step through µ (4’000 steps)
<latexit sha1_base64="SKiTpdQ1KeM1mVuTq49H2yj47j0=">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</latexit>

u⇤
1 > 0 with u2

��
u⇤
1
= 0 and u̇2

��
u⇤
1
< 0

<latexit sha1_base64="zYNC53YT78aaOqK7p4pJnSBnjbo=">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</latexit>

reversal points in positive half space

computational 
precision
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� = 0.1 , ! = 0.8 , " = 10�6
<latexit sha1_base64="KP6BYJHDEgVCAIl+b2jzLdMjQZU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RSfZyZhLCsvyA6ynZspyeTweuMk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RSfZyZhLCsvyA6ynZspyeTweuMk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V80GI1ohlZmdGn3RxrojnzgWbiA=">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</latexit>
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reversal points in positive half space

computational effort & accuracy: 
• 4.1011 Runge-Kutta steps in total 
• precision 10–6 → 10–8 increases effort by factor 10 

• features shift slightly with precision, 
for indicated bifurcations 
‣ 10–6 → 0.9091 
‣ 10–8 → 0.9147 (converged) 
‣ 10–10 → 0.9148

0.9091
calculation • start at (⌧, u1, u2) = (0, u10 , 0) (coded by color and size)

• spinup: ⌧ = 200000, then record u⇤
1 for ⌧ = 20000 (discretized)

• dot size increasing with number of passage through same point
(zoom into pdf version of lecture note to see finer details)

• step through µ (4’000 steps)
<latexit sha1_base64="SKiTpdQ1KeM1mVuTq49H2yj47j0=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4.15. Representation of attracting set for damped pendulum with sinusoidal perturbation of state. For each value of µ, an ensemble
of 32 states was initialized, with u1 uniformly distributed in [0,fi] (color symbols on u1-axis) and u2 = u3 = 0. It was propagated for 20’000
time units, some 2’546 periods, with the positive return points uú1 then being recorded for 2’000 time units, coded with the color of the ensemble
member and plotted with increasing size from red to violet to allow distinction. The dominating reddish color in the chaotic regions is an artifact
due to plotting from violet to red. Zoom into this figure to reveal some more details. The line at u1 = fi

2 indicates the pendulum’s horizontal
position, the short dotted line the small-angle approximation (4.11). The computational precision was moderate, Á = 10≠6. Compared to more
precise computations this leads to small shifts of features, particularly in fragile regions. For instance, the bifurcation that here is at µ = 0.9091
occurs at µ = 0.9147 and 0.9148 with Á = 10≠8 and 10≠10, respectively. The solid rectangle is enlarged in Figure 4.20.
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stability of trajectories
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real for �2 � cos(u1) � 0150 5 Continuous Chaotic Systems

Figure 5.6.
Real part of essential eigenvalues (5.6) of the Jaco-
bian matrix (5.5) with “ = 0.1 (red) and “ = 0.5
(blue). The gray areas indicate hyperbolic points.
For “2 ≠ cos(u1) < 0, the eigenvalues are complex
with Re(‡) = ≠“, hence the local dynamics is
attractive oscillatory.

≠2 2

≠1

1

u1

Re(‡)

(3.14). Hence, calculate the Jacobian matrix,

a =

Q

a
0 1 0

≠ cos(u1) ≠2“ µÊ cos(Êu3)
0 0 0

R

b , (5.5)

and obtain its essential eigenvalues (Figure 5.6)

‡± = ≠“ ±


“2 ≠ cos(u1) , (5.6)

those in the u1u2-plane. The u3 direction is the external time with its trivial
development equation and the corresponding eigenvalue 0. Looking at (5.5)
and Figure 5.6, we first notice that, interestingly, these eigenvalues depend
only on the friction coe�cient “ and on the pendulum’s angle u1. Then,
for |u1| > fi

2 , all states are hyperbolic with a positive and a negative real
eigenvalue, irrespective of the value of “. The general shape of trajectories
near such a point have already been shown in Figure 2.7 on page 61. Their
attractive direction with the negative eigenvalue, the stable manifold, is re-
sponsible for the formation of the attractor in the first place. The antagonist
is the repelling, unstable manifold that prevents an approaching trajectory
from ever settling and keeps it wandering across the attractor’s surface. We
recall from Section 4.3.4 that such a “wandering” trajectory extracts more
information from the strange attractor than just the locations of its “veins”.
Its residence time near an unstable periodic orbit indeed reflects the local
Lyapunov exponents, the eigenvalues (5.6), hence the magnitudes of stability
and instability of that particular orbit. For completeness and later reference,
we also write down the eigenvectors

e± =
3

≠“ û


“2 ≠ cos(u1)
cos(u1)

4
(5.7)

that belong to (5.6) for the domain |u1| > fi
2 . Examples are shown in Figure

5.13 on page 159 below.
Finally, for the domain with “2 < cos(u1), the eigenvalues turn complex

with constant real part ≠“. The local dynamics thus is attractive and
oscillatory.

� = 0.1

� = 0.5

details – fragile regimes

recall: 
essential eigenvalues 
of Jacobian matrix

eigenvectors
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those in the u1u2-plane. The u3 direction is the external time with its trivial
development equation and the corresponding eigenvalue 0. Looking at (5.5)
and Figure 5.6, we first notice that, interestingly, these eigenvalues depend
only on the friction coe�cient “ and on the pendulum’s angle u1. Then,
for |u1| > fi

2 , all states are hyperbolic with a positive and a negative real
eigenvalue, irrespective of the value of “. The general shape of trajectories
near such a point have already been shown in Figure 2.7 on page 61. Their
attractive direction with the negative eigenvalue, the stable manifold, is re-
sponsible for the formation of the attractor in the first place. The antagonist
is the repelling, unstable manifold that prevents an approaching trajectory
from ever settling and keeps it wandering across the attractor’s surface. We
recall from Section 4.3.4 that such a “wandering” trajectory extracts more
information from the strange attractor than just the locations of its “veins”.
Its residence time near an unstable periodic orbit indeed reflects the local
Lyapunov exponents, the eigenvalues (5.6), hence the magnitudes of stability
and instability of that particular orbit. For completeness and later reference,
we also write down the eigenvectors

e± =
3
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“2 ≠ cos(u1)
cos(u1)

4
(5.7)

that belong to (5.6) for the domain |u1| > fi
2 . Examples are shown in Figure

5.13 on page 159 below.
Finally, for the domain with “2 < cos(u1), the eigenvalues turn complex

with constant real part ≠“. The local dynamics thus is attractive and
oscillatory.
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details – fragile regimes
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those in the u1u2-plane. The u3 direction is the external time with its trivial
development equation and the corresponding eigenvalue 0. Looking at (5.5)
and Figure 5.6, we first notice that, interestingly, these eigenvalues depend
only on the friction coe�cient “ and on the pendulum’s angle u1. Then,
for |u1| > fi

2 , all states are hyperbolic with a positive and a negative real
eigenvalue, irrespective of the value of “. The general shape of trajectories
near such a point have already been shown in Figure 2.7 on page 61. Their
attractive direction with the negative eigenvalue, the stable manifold, is re-
sponsible for the formation of the attractor in the first place. The antagonist
is the repelling, unstable manifold that prevents an approaching trajectory
from ever settling and keeps it wandering across the attractor’s surface. We
recall from Section 4.3.4 that such a “wandering” trajectory extracts more
information from the strange attractor than just the locations of its “veins”.
Its residence time near an unstable periodic orbit indeed reflects the local
Lyapunov exponents, the eigenvalues (5.6), hence the magnitudes of stability
and instability of that particular orbit. For completeness and later reference,
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Figure 4.17. Projected phase diagrams below and above the bifurcation at µ = 0.9091. The
two attractors shown in the left and middle frame originate from di�erent initial states. Symbols
are placed at time intervals 2fi

Ê to indicate the periodicity. Notice that the two attractors for µ =
0.90 are both symmetric whereas the others are asymmetric, hence also their mirror twins exist
as attractors. Computational precision was 10≠6 to facilitate the identification of the situation in
Figure 4.15.

but small manipulation of the initial state (u1, u2). For long times, one part of the ensemble
will end up on the period-1 attractor, the other part on that with period 3, as we know from
the frame on the left.

Higher Order Periodic Regimes A rich spectrum of states and transitions is manifest in
Figure 4.15, which almost invariably demand deeper scrutiny to be comprehended. Far from
being exhaustive, we here just look at three aspects.

Main Pitchfork Bifurcation The dominating bifurcation at µ = 0.9065 might be perceived
as the start of a period-doubling cascade. However, exploring some phase diagrams (Figure
4.17) reveals that this is a symmetry bifurcation where two mirror-symmetric orbits emerge, — fig fp-state-regimes2

both still with period 1. This is most pronounced for µ = 0.96, for which the right frame
shows one of the symmetric twins. There are no further attractors besides these two (Figure
4.15), hence one of them is reached robustly from any initial state.

The situation is much more complicated for µ = 0.918, for which Figure 4.15 indicates
the coexistence of several attractors. The middle frame of Figure 4.17 shows two of them, a
period-1 orbit that is reached from (u1, u2) = (2.6, 0) and a period-3 orbit that originates at
(u1, u2) = (0, 0). Both are asymmetric, hence possess a corresponding twin. It is instructive
to identify these four attractors in Figure 4.15.

For µ = 0.90, the structurally identical situation exists as at µ = 0.918, i.e., a period-1
and a period-3 attractor. However, these are now both symmetric, as may also be deduced
from Figure 4.15.

Period-Doubling Cascades through Chaos into Periodic Orbits Following the branches of
the bifurcation beyond µ = 0.9065, the next bifurcations are encountered at µ = 0.9867 and
from there they indeed go through a true period-doubling cascade. This is illustrated by
the middle frame of Figure 4.18, which reveals the splitting-up of the original period-1 orbit — fig fp-state-regimes-0987

that still existed at µ = 0.98. Apparently, the attractors for both µ = 0.98 and µ = 0.9867
are asymmetric, hence each belongs to a mirror-symmetric pair. The respective twin can be
selected by choosing a di�erent initial state. For the current case these could be u1 = 2.1
for µ = 0.98 and u1 = 2.0 for µ = 0.9867, both with u2 = u3 = 0.
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Projected phase diagrams above
the bifurcation at µ = 0.9091.
The two attractors shown
for µ = 0.918 originate from
di�erent initial states. Symbols
are placed at time intervals 2fi

Ê
to indicate the periodicity.
Computational precision
was 10≠6 to facilitate the
identification of the situation in
Figure 4.15. ref fp-state-regimes2; file fig/5-cch/fp-state-regimes2

centered at (u1, u2) = (2.6, 0). This is the hyperbolic region with large positive and negative
eigenvalues. The ensemble is thus rapidly deformed into a long line-like shape (right frame in
Figure 4.16). As it crosses into the oscillatory region – the monotonic region is for the current
value of “ too small to have an appreciable e�ect – it gets rotated clockwise and contracts
weakly. Following the trajectory, it again enters the hyperbolic regime, at u1 = ≠fi

2 , but now
rotated with respect to the eigenvectors and slightly curved. This curvature gets strongly
amplified by the simultaneous extension along the unstable manifold and the compression
along the stable one, forming a boomerang-like shape, almost a fold. This distribution
continues to be rotated as the trajectory heads back into the oscillatory region.

Propagating the ensemble much farther than shown in Figure 4.16 leads to an almost com-
plete coverage of the state space. Incidentally, looked at from the perspective of chaotic con-
trol, this demonstrates that almost all points can be reached by an appropriate manipulation
of the initial state (u1, u2) within the radius of the ensemble’s original distribution.

Higher Order Periodic Regimes A rich spectrum of states and transitions is manifest in
Figure 4.15, which almost invariably demand deeper scrutiny to be comprehended. Far from
being exhaustive, we here just look at three aspects.

Main Pitchfork Bifurcation The dominating bifurcation at µ = 0.9065 might be perceived
as the start of a period-doubling cascade. However, exploring some phase diagrams (Figure
4.17) reveals that this is a symmetry bifurcation where two mirror-symmetric orbits emerge, — fig fp-state-regimes2

both still with period 1. This is most pronounced for µ = 0.96, for which the right frame
shows one of the symmetric twins. There are no further attractors besides these two (Figure
4.15), hence one of them is reached robustly from any initial state.

The situation is much more complicated for µ = 0.918, for which Figure 4.15 indicates
the coexistence of several attractors. The left frame of Figure 4.17 shows two of them, a
period-1 orbit that is reached from (u1, u2) = (2.6, 0) and a period-3 orbit that originates at
(u1, u2) = (0, 0). Both are asymmetric, hence possess a corresponding twin. It is instructive
to identify these four attractors in Figure 4.15.

Period-Doubling Cascades through Chaos into Periodic Orbits Following the branches of
the pitchfork bifurcation beyond µ = 0.9065, the next bifurcations are encountered at µ =
0.9867 and from there they indeed go through a true period-doubling cascade. This is
illustrated by the middle frame of Figure 4.18, which reveals the splitting-up of the original — fig fp-state-regimes-0987

period-1 orbit that still existed at µ = 0.98. Apparently, the attractors for both µ = 0.98 and
µ = 0.9867 are asymmetric, hence each belongs to a mirror-symmetric pair. The respective
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Figure 4.18. Projected phase diagrams just below and above the onset of the period-doubling
cascade on the main bifurcation branches. The two rightmost frames show coexisting attractors.
They can be reached by choosing di�erent initial states. Computational precision was 10≠6 to
correspond to Figure 4.15. The symbols again mark time intervals 2fi

Ê on the attractors and indicate
periods 1, 2, and 5 from left to right.

twin can be selected by choosing a di�erent initial state. For the current case these could
be u1 = 2.1 for µ = 0.98 and u1 = 2.0 for µ = 0.9867, both with u2 = u3 = 0.

The period-doubling cascade on both main branches converges near µ = 1.005. Beyond,
chaotic regimes open, which are restricted to two rather narrow and non-overlapping ranges
of uú1, however. Their separation and di�erent widths reflect the ranges of the respective
mirror-symmetric orbits. These chaotic regimes both collapse abruptly into some more
complicated orbit, which is robust as the entire ensemble converges on it.

Before looking at the emerging robust orbit in more detail, we notice that there occur
many more period-doubling cascades. The main ones start near µ = 1.075, from a period-5
orbit, and erupt into a chaotic continuum near µ = 1.095. Closer scrutiny reveals that these
five branches are structurally similar to the branch starting near µ = 0.9867, i.e., a symmetry
bifurcation followed by a true period-doubling cascade. This is not shown here, however.
We further gather from Figure 4.15 that such cascades also exist in the fragile regime and
we even find them unfolding in the direction of decreasing values of µ, for instance in the
fragile regime near µ = 0.7.
Periodicity of Attractors The need for a more precise definition is highlighted by two
di�ering values for “period of the motion” for µ = 0.9867. Indeed, Figure 4.15 hints at a
period of 3 while the right frame of Figure 4.18 yields period 5. The discrepancy obviously
comes from the fact that the motion has just 3 positive return points uú1 but that it takes
5 external cycles to complete. Periodicity apparently needs a reference. This may be given
internally, e.g., the regular recurrence of some feature, or externally, e.g., time, here the
period of the forcing. Di�erent such references may lead to di�erent values of the periodicity
and there are justifications for both of them. The former focusses on the sequence of events,
the latter on timing. With the focus on events, an appropriately chosen Poincaré section idx: Poincaré!periodicity from section

is the instrument of choice. Figure 4.15 is an instance of this. With the focus on timing,
the optimal instrument is a stroboscope that is synchronized to the external periodicity and idx: stroboscope

phase-shifted to the feature of interest. Figure 4.21 below is an instance of that.
“Out of the Blue” Bifurcations The period-5 attractor that absorbs the chaotic regime
near µ = 1.005 actually already came into being together with the period-doubling cascade
near µ = 0.9867. They then coexisted until the chaotic regime collapsed. Again, one of the
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Figure 4.19.
Projected phase diagrams just
below and above the apparent
“out of the blue” bifurcation
near µ = 1.06. Both orbits
are rather robust as is testified
by the fast transition from the
initial state (0, 0). ref fp-state-regimes3; file fig/5-cch/fp-state-regimes3

two attractors at µ = 0.9867 can be selected with the initial state, period 5 with u1 = 0.1,
period 2 with either u1 = 2.1 or 2.9. Notice that the period-5 attractor is symmetric.

The period-5 attractor emerged near µ < 0.9867 in a true “out of the blue” bifurcation as
there are no apparent structures from which it could develop. Hence, the actual motion of
the pendulum gains an additional and qualitatively di�erent option as the forcing amplitude
crosses the critical value of µ ¥ 0.9867 (middle and right frame of Figure 4.18).

There is also the possibility that the “out of the blue” bifurcation just occurs in the
representation, here in the particular choice of the Poincaré section to define uú1, but not in
the motion. An instance of this arises near µ = 1.0328 where a single and robust period-5
orbit exists (Figure 4.19). For µ = 1.025, its has 3 positive intersections with the u1-axis, — fig fp-state-regimes3

hence 3 return points uú1. As µ increases, two cusps develop towards the u1-axis and into
loops. This leads to a total of 4 new intersection, hence to 2 additional return points uú1
that emerge in the representation of Figure 4.15 “out of the blue”. Following is some older text with yet

another “out of the blue” bifurcation.
The ref’ed figure (fp-state-regimes3) can
be recreated by uncommenting the third
phase diagram in the code. However, con-
trary to the statement, the trajectories do
not appear to be stable since increasing
precision to 10≠12 collapses the orbit to
period 1.

Chaotic Regime The continuum that emerges at µ = 1.095 collapses again at µ = 1.230,
with the appearance of two mirror-symmetric stable orbits. These remain robust up to
µ = 1.3. Further simulations, not shown here, reveal that the pendulum enters a few more
bifurcation sequences with their ensuing chaotic bands before these regimes are eventually
ended by the dominating external forcing for µ > 4.3.

The chaotic continuum and also the transitions into and out of it show striking structural
analogies to what we found for the logistic map (Figures 3.9 and 3.15). Indeed, peeking a bit
deeper into the chaotic continuum again reveals windows with stable periodic orbits, with
ensuing period-doubling cascades, and with tale-telling density variations in the continuum
(Figure 4.20). These feature have the same explanations. The opening and closing of — fig fp-state-bifur-crop

periodic windows in the attractor manifest crises that result from a stability transition of
some periodic orbit or from the collision of the attractor with some boundary or with an
unstable orbit that does not belong to the attractor. Similarly, the density fluctuations
reflect UPOs that are just marginally unstable.

Representations The attracting set of the pendulum is a complicate three-dimensional
structure in state space and it depends on three parameters. It apparently cannot be shown
in its full glory and we have to choose some representation. So far, this was mainly the
set of return points uú1 as a function of µ. As we found, this is a representation with an
internal focus, one on the sequence of events. While this allows to identify and structurally
characterize the various regimes and phenomena, it does not permit the identification of
temporal periodicities.
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Figure 4.19.
Projected phase diagrams just
below and above the apparent
“out of the blue” bifurcation
near µ = 1.06. Both orbits
are rather robust as is testified
by the fast transition from the
initial state (0, 0). ref fp-state-regimes3; file fig/5-cch/fp-state-regimes3

two attractors at µ = 0.9867 can be selected with the initial state, period 5 with u1 = 0.1,
period 2 with either u1 = 2.1 or 2.9. Notice that the period-5 attractor is symmetric.

The period-5 attractor emerged near µ < 0.9867 in a true “out of the blue” bifurcation as
there are no apparent structures from which it could develop. Hence, the actual motion of
the pendulum gains an additional and qualitatively di�erent option as the forcing amplitude
crosses the critical value of µ ¥ 0.9867 (middle and right frame of Figure 4.18).

There is also the possibility that the “out of the blue” bifurcation just occurs in the
representation, here in the particular choice of the Poincaré section to define uú1, but not in
the motion. An instance of this arises near µ = 1.0328 where a single and robust period-5
orbit exists (Figure 4.19). For µ = 1.025, its has 3 positive intersections with the u1-axis, — fig fp-state-regimes3

hence 3 return points uú1. As µ increases, two cusps develop towards the u1-axis and into
loops. This leads to a total of 4 new intersection, hence to 2 additional return points uú1
that emerge in the representation of Figure 4.15 “out of the blue”. Following is some older text with yet

another “out of the blue” bifurcation.
The ref’ed figure (fp-state-regimes3) can
be recreated by uncommenting the third
phase diagram in the code. However, con-
trary to the statement, the trajectories do
not appear to be stable since increasing
precision to 10≠12 collapses the orbit to
period 1.

Chaotic Regime The continuum that emerges at µ = 1.095 collapses again at µ = 1.230,
with the appearance of two mirror-symmetric stable orbits. These remain robust up to
µ = 1.3. Further simulations, not shown here, reveal that the pendulum enters a few more
bifurcation sequences with their ensuing chaotic bands before these regimes are eventually
ended by the dominating external forcing for µ > 4.3.

The chaotic continuum and also the transitions into and out of it show striking structural
analogies to what we found for the logistic map (Figures 3.9 and 3.15). Indeed, peeking a bit
deeper into the chaotic continuum again reveals windows with stable periodic orbits, with
ensuing period-doubling cascades, and with tale-telling density variations in the continuum
(Figure 4.20). These feature have the same explanations. The opening and closing of — fig fp-state-bifur-crop

periodic windows in the attractor manifest crises that result from a stability transition of
some periodic orbit or from the collision of the attractor with some boundary or with an
unstable orbit that does not belong to the attractor. Similarly, the density fluctuations
reflect UPOs that are just marginally unstable.

Representations The attracting set of the pendulum is a complicate three-dimensional
structure in state space and it depends on three parameters. It apparently cannot be shown
in its full glory and we have to choose some representation. So far, this was mainly the
set of return points uú1 as a function of µ. As we found, this is a representation with an
internal focus, one on the sequence of events. While this allows to identify and structurally
characterize the various regimes and phenomena, it does not permit the identification of
temporal periodicities.
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Figure 4.19.
Projected phase diagrams just
below and above the apparent
“out of the blue” bifurcation
near µ = 1.06. Both orbits
are rather robust as is testified
by the fast transition from the
initial state (0, 0). ref fp-state-regimes3; file fig/5-cch/fp-state-regimes3

two attractors at µ = 0.9867 can be selected with the initial state, period 5 with u1 = 0.1,
period 2 with either u1 = 2.1 or 2.9. Notice that the period-5 attractor is symmetric.

The period-5 attractor emerged near µ < 0.9867 in a true “out of the blue” bifurcation as
there are no apparent structures from which it could develop. Hence, the actual motion of
the pendulum gains an additional and qualitatively di�erent option as the forcing amplitude
crosses the critical value of µ ¥ 0.9867 (middle and right frame of Figure 4.18).

There is also the possibility that the “out of the blue” bifurcation just occurs in the
representation, here in the particular choice of the Poincaré section to define uú1, but not in
the motion. An instance of this arises near µ = 1.0328 where a single and robust period-5
orbit exists (Figure 4.19). For µ = 1.025, its has 3 positive intersections with the u1-axis, — fig fp-state-regimes3

hence 3 return points uú1. As µ increases, two cusps develop towards the u1-axis and into
loops. This leads to a total of 4 new intersection, hence to 2 additional return points uú1
that emerge in the representation of Figure 4.15 “out of the blue”. Following is some older text with yet

another “out of the blue” bifurcation.
The ref’ed figure (fp-state-regimes3) can
be recreated by uncommenting the third
phase diagram in the code. However, con-
trary to the statement, the trajectories do
not appear to be stable since increasing
precision to 10≠12 collapses the orbit to
period 1.

Chaotic Regime The continuum that emerges at µ = 1.095 collapses again at µ = 1.230,
with the appearance of two mirror-symmetric stable orbits. These remain robust up to
µ = 1.3. Further simulations, not shown here, reveal that the pendulum enters a few more
bifurcation sequences with their ensuing chaotic bands before these regimes are eventually
ended by the dominating external forcing for µ > 4.3.

The chaotic continuum and also the transitions into and out of it show striking structural
analogies to what we found for the logistic map (Figures 3.9 and 3.15). Indeed, peeking a bit
deeper into the chaotic continuum again reveals windows with stable periodic orbits, with
ensuing period-doubling cascades, and with tale-telling density variations in the continuum
(Figure 4.20). These feature have the same explanations. The opening and closing of — fig fp-state-bifur-crop

periodic windows in the attractor manifest crises that result from a stability transition of
some periodic orbit or from the collision of the attractor with some boundary or with an
unstable orbit that does not belong to the attractor. Similarly, the density fluctuations
reflect UPOs that are just marginally unstable.

Representations The attracting set of the pendulum is a complicate three-dimensional
structure in state space and it depends on three parameters. It apparently cannot be shown
in its full glory and we have to choose some representation. So far, this was mainly the
set of return points uú1 as a function of µ. As we found, this is a representation with an
internal focus, one on the sequence of events. While this allows to identify and structurally
characterize the various regimes and phenomena, it does not permit the identification of
temporal periodicities.
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Figure 4.20. Interval enlarged from Figure 4.15 with the rectangle outlined in the left frame
in turn enlarged on the right. Notice the nesting of chaotic and non-chaotic intervals, with the
sequence of period-doublings, transition to chaos, and opening of periodic windows at ever smaller
hierarchical levels.

With the focus on temporal periodicities, the tool of choice is the stroboscope. This
opens an alternative perspective in which the return points uú1 are replaced by states that
are separated in time by 2fi

Ê . To gain an optimal correspondence with Figure 4.15, the phase
is chosen such that for each value of µ at least one of the return points uú1 belongs to the set
of displayed states. We realize that for the periodic regimes, the set {uú1} is a subset of the
then displayed states. The resulting representation of the attracting set is considerable more
detailed (Figure 4.21), and indeed more di�cult to interpret than the set {uú1}. — fig fp-state-bifur-13-ens-strob

following is old text & figure on extended
parameter space; deem as too high-tuned
for here

4.1.5
Extensions

The perturbation so far was a sinusoidal function with fixed frequency and amplitude. Such
a situation is hardly ever encountered in environmental systems, where more complicated
forcings are typical. They include at least modulation and multiple frequencies. A prototype
origin of such variation are the daily and annual cycles of solar radiation that are modulated
by the activity of plants, which in turn depends on the mean temperature with annual
cycle Êa and on the availability of light with daily cycle Êd. In contrast, an additive forcing
would be used for Earth’s surface temperature in response to annual and daily cycles.

While more complicated perturbations are a trivial matter in linear systems – the principle
of superposition allows to compose the total system response from partial responses – this
is a major di�culty for nonlinear systems. For them, the action of the sum of two systems
is di�erent from the sum of the actions of the individual systems. This is readily seen, for
instance in Figure 4.21, by comparing the attractors at µ1 and µ2 with that at µ1 + µ2.
Indeed, in the nonlinear regime, every new forcing demands a new analysis, typically an
entirely new simulation.

check out, believe it’s from strogatz94
Multiplicative Perturbation Consider the exemplary case where the amplitude of the
sinusoidal perturbation with frequency Ê is no more constant but varies periodically with
Êµ. This leads to the perturbation

cch.6
µ

2
#
1 + cos(Êµt)

$
sin(Êt) , (4.26)
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Figure 4.20. Interval enlarged from Figure 4.15 with the rectangle outlined in the left frame
in turn enlarged on the right. Notice the nesting of chaotic and non-chaotic intervals, with the
sequence of period-doublings, transition to chaos, and opening of periodic windows at ever smaller
hierarchical levels.

With the focus on temporal periodicities, the tool of choice is the stroboscope. This
opens an alternative perspective in which the return points uú1 are replaced by states that
are separated in time by 2fi

Ê . To gain an optimal correspondence with Figure 4.15, the phase
is chosen such that for each value of µ at least one of the return points uú1 belongs to the set
of displayed states. We realize that for the periodic regimes, the set {uú1} is a subset of the
then displayed states. The resulting representation of the attracting set is considerable more
detailed (Figure 4.21), and indeed more di�cult to interpret than the set {uú1}. — fig fp-state-bifur-13-ens-strob

following is old text & figure on extended
parameter space; deem as too high-tuned
for here

4.1.5
Extensions

The perturbation so far was a sinusoidal function with fixed frequency and amplitude. Such
a situation is hardly ever encountered in environmental systems, where more complicated
forcings are typical. They include at least modulation and multiple frequencies. A prototype
origin of such variation are the daily and annual cycles of solar radiation that are modulated
by the activity of plants, which in turn depends on the mean temperature with annual
cycle Êa and on the availability of light with daily cycle Êd. In contrast, an additive forcing
would be used for Earth’s surface temperature in response to annual and daily cycles.

While more complicated perturbations are a trivial matter in linear systems – the principle
of superposition allows to compose the total system response from partial responses – this
is a major di�culty for nonlinear systems. For them, the action of the sum of two systems
is di�erent from the sum of the actions of the individual systems. This is readily seen, for
instance in Figure 4.21, by comparing the attractors at µ1 and µ2 with that at µ1 + µ2.
Indeed, in the nonlinear regime, every new forcing demands a new analysis, typically an
entirely new simulation.

check out, believe it’s from strogatz94
Multiplicative Perturbation Consider the exemplary case where the amplitude of the
sinusoidal perturbation with frequency Ê is no more constant but varies periodically with
Êµ. This leads to the perturbation

cch.6
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1 + cos(Êµt)

$
sin(Êt) , (4.26)
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Figure 5.11. Interval enlarged from Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.10 with the
rectangle outlined in the left frame in turn enlarged in the right frame. Notice the
nesting of chaotic and non-chaotic intervals, with the sequence of period-doublings,
transition to chaos, and opening of periodic windows at ever smaller hierarchical
levels.

themselves are necessarily asymmetric. Increasing µ further, the trajectories’
asymmetry also increases until they again bifurcate into two new variants.
Since the original trajectories are just symmetric copies of each other, the
bifurcation occurs for both at the same value of µ. This same process repeats
indefinitely with ever smaller increments of µ and converges rapidly at some
finite value µŒ, where the periodic orbit dissolves into a non-period chaotic
orbit. Such a transit from period-1 to chaos is referred to as the period-

doubling route to chaos. idx: period-doubling

Within the chaotic interval, the density of reversal points is richly struc-
tured with higher densities near entry and exit points of periodic lines. As
introduced in Section 5.1.2, these structures represent the strange attractor idx: strange attractor

that exists for this interval of µ. More precisely, they result from the unstable
periodic orbits (UPOs) described on page 109. These have di�erent stabili-
ties, which may be expressed in terms of local Lyapunov exponents. As found
earlier, trajectories that approach this attractor from the outside do so along
the stable manifold of some UPO and they thereby slowdown exponentially.
Any deviation from this manifold belongs to the unstable manifold, neglecting
the neutral one, and gets amplified exponentially. Figure 3.7 on page 44
may serve as an illustration for this situation. With this, the trajectories
constantly bounce between the UPOs and thereby “explore” the strange
attractor.

To now understand the structuring of the chaos, consider the development
of a state that happens to be near the stable manifold of some particular
UPO, actually very near since UPOs are dense. Its exponential slowdown
on approach is described by the pertinent negative Lyapunov exponent and
correspondingly its speedup along the unstable manifold by the pertinent
positive exponent. Hence, the residence time near the UPOs depends on
these local exponents and, conversely, these exponents can also be extracted

finer graphical 
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symmetry branches
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Figure 4.20. Interval enlarged from Figure 4.15 with the rectangle outlined in the left frame
in turn enlarged on the right. Notice the nesting of chaotic and non-chaotic intervals, with the
sequence of period-doublings, transition to chaos, and opening of periodic windows at ever smaller
hierarchical levels.

With the focus on temporal periodicities, the tool of choice is the stroboscope. This
opens an alternative perspective in which the return points uú1 are replaced by states that
are separated in time by 2fi

Ê . To gain an optimal correspondence with Figure 4.15, the phase
is chosen such that for each value of µ at least one of the return points uú1 belongs to the set
of displayed states. We realize that for the periodic regimes, the set {uú1} is a subset of the
then displayed states. The resulting representation of the attracting set is considerable more
detailed (Figure 4.21), and indeed more di�cult to interpret than the set {uú1}. — fig fp-state-bifur-13-ens-strob

following is old text & figure on extended
parameter space; deem as too high-tuned
for here

4.1.5
Extensions

The perturbation so far was a sinusoidal function with fixed frequency and amplitude. Such
a situation is hardly ever encountered in environmental systems, where more complicated
forcings are typical. They include at least modulation and multiple frequencies. A prototype
origin of such variation are the daily and annual cycles of solar radiation that are modulated
by the activity of plants, which in turn depends on the mean temperature with annual
cycle Êa and on the availability of light with daily cycle Êd. In contrast, an additive forcing
would be used for Earth’s surface temperature in response to annual and daily cycles.

While more complicated perturbations are a trivial matter in linear systems – the principle
of superposition allows to compose the total system response from partial responses – this
is a major di�culty for nonlinear systems. For them, the action of the sum of two systems
is di�erent from the sum of the actions of the individual systems. This is readily seen, for
instance in Figure 4.21, by comparing the attractors at µ1 and µ2 with that at µ1 + µ2.
Indeed, in the nonlinear regime, every new forcing demands a new analysis, typically an
entirely new simulation.

check out, believe it’s from strogatz94
Multiplicative Perturbation Consider the exemplary case where the amplitude of the
sinusoidal perturbation with frequency Ê is no more constant but varies periodically with
Êµ. This leads to the perturbation

cch.6
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#
1 + cos(Êµt)

$
sin(Êt) , (4.26)
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alternative view
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Figure 5.7. Stroboscope view of the same system as shown in Figures 5.2–5.3
except for the damping that is an order of magnitude smaller, “ = 0.01. For the
right frame, µ = 1.1 was chosen since for µ = 1.15 the system already collapsed to
a period-1 attractor. The large red dots in the rightmost frame again indicate eight
successive states at times ·n, ·n+1,. . . , ·n+7.

the strange attractor of the chaotic regime do visit every state on the attractor
(Poincaré recurrence theorem). The coverage is not uniform, however, as for
instance illustrated by the distance function shown in Figure 5.5.

Reducing the damping to “ = 0.01 (Figure 5.7) apparently brings the
trajectory much nearer towards a uniform coverage of M, hence towards er-
godicity. Going the whole way “ æ 0 leads to the realm of volume-conserving
(Hamiltonian) dynamic systems, which are indeed ergodic in appropriate
sub-domains. The dynamics of such systems is quite di�erent from that of
the dissipative systems considered here. We do not explore them any further,
however, as they are not of much relevance for environmental systems.

Numerical Simulations for Bifurcation Diagrams We study the pendulum
described by (3.63) for parameters “ = 0.1 and Ê = 0.8 with µ œ [0, 1.3]. The
system is integrated using the Runge-Kutta Cash-Karp algorithm (Appendix
A.1.2) with a computational precision of Á = 10≠8 (Figure 5.8). Exemplary — fig fp-state-bifur-plot

trajectories can be found in Figure 3.26 with phase diagrams in Figure 5.1.
Notice that Ê is constant throughout this section. Hence, while the dynamics
studied here is related to the phenomenon of parametric resonance, we focus
on a di�erent direction in parameter space and vary µ instead of Ê.

While the results are in general not sensitive to the numerical precision,
it turns out that some of the regimes are rather fragile in the sense that
the system may require a very long time before it eventually settles on the
attractor. In order to identify these regions and to illuminate the issue,
three di�erent simulations are run. For the first one (yellow symbols in
Figure 5.8), for every value of µ, the state is initialized at static equilibrium,
i.e., (u1, u2, ·) = (0, 0, 0). The system is then allowed to spinup until · =
10Õ000 and its state is subsequently monitored until · = 12Õ000. With the

� = 0.01
role of friction (stroboscope)
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Figure 5.19. Dynamics of the damped pendulum that is perturbed with the
multiplicative periodic forcing (5.11). Parameters are “ = 0.1, Ê = 0.8, and Êµ.
As a reference, continuous simulations that correspond to Figure 5.11 are shown as
gray symbols. Notice that with µÕ = µ

2
#
1+cos(Êµt)

$
this representation is actually

a mix between a bifurcation and a phase diagram.

check out, believe it’s from strogatz94Multiplicative Perturbation Consider the exemplary case where the am-
plitude of the sinusoidal perturbation with frequency Ê is no more constant
but varies periodically with Êµ. This leads to the perturbation

cch.6
µ

2
#
1 + cos(Êµt)

$
sin(Êt) , (5.11)

where µ now is the maximum amplitude. Apparently, there are two contrast-
ing regimes, Ê ∫ Êµ and Ê π Êµ.

The case Ê ∫ Êµ corresponds to the original intention of slowly varying
the amplitude of the Ê-perturbation. This just sweeps the parameter range
[0, µ] and, using the previously studied base configuration – Ê = 0.8 and
“ = 0.1 –, essentially reproduces the diagram shown in Figure 5.11.

In contrast, Ê π Êµ leads to a quite di�erent situation in that the fre-
quency of the perturbation now is larger than Ê and the sweeping of the
parameter range is very much faster than before, with frequency Ê actually
comparable to the pendulum’s natural frequency. Nevertheless, the bifur-
cation diagram, Figure 5.19, is visibly a�ected only near sensitive regions. — fig fp-state-bifur-trans-plot

These are (i) the jump near µ = 0.28 and the associated hysteresis, which
become increasingly continuous and wider, (ii) the bifurcation points, which
indeed are neutral points for Êµ = 0 and now become smeared out with
the unstable branch of the pitchfork bifurcation in addition turning stable
for quite a distance after the bifurcation point, and (iii) the fragile intervals
around µ = 0.7 and 0.9, which have all but vanished although close scrutiny
reveals a random “dust” of states mostly beneath the main branches. Inci-
dentally, the simulations with Êµ = 0 (gray symbols) di�er slightly from those
shown in Figure 5.11. Here, a single initial state u = 0 is stepped through
parameter space such that the final state at step µi is the initial step at µi+1.

external forcing µ = µ0 sin(!t)

with µ0 = µ
2

⇥
1 + cos(!µt)

⇤
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Figure 4.23.
Damped pendulum perturbed
with sum of two sine
functions with rational
frequency ratio, µ[sin(Êt) +
1
5 sin( 3

5Êt)], simulated and
drawn for increasing (red)
and decreasing (blue) values
of µ. ref fp-state-bifur-3-5-plot; file fig/5-cch/fp-state-bifur-3-5-plot

equation. The larger the ratio Êµ
Ê the more we think of a single autonomous system where

(4.14)2 is replaced by

cch.7 u̇2 = ≠2“u2 ≠ sin(u1) + µ

2
#
1 + cos(Êµu3)

$
sin(Êu3) . (4.27)

Incidentally, such distinctions are of a conceptual nature and make no operational di�er-
ence.

Additive Perturbation We explore the situation by superposing just two nearby modes,
a dominating one at Ê = 0.8, and another one with a lower frequency and just 20% of the
amplitude. We look at two cases for the frequency ratio: a rational one, 3

5 = 0.6, and an
irrational one, fi

5 ¥ 0.6283.

Rational Dual-Frequency Choose the perturbation µ[sin(Êt) + 1
5 sin( 3

5Êt)], which has a
periodicity of 5, i.e., after 5 periods, the signals are in phase. This is reflected for small
amplitudes µ . 0.45 (Figure 4.23), which is exactly what we expect for very small values — fig fp-state-bifur-3-5-plot

of µ for which the small-angle approximation is valid, the short dashed line in Figure 4.23.
There, the system is approximately linear and the principle of superposition applies. As
the simulation reveals, however, the resulting five branches remain stable across the jump
at µ = 0.3 and well into the strongly nonlinear realm. Each of them then undergoes a
sequence of bifurcations as seen before, which leads to a rather complicated but perfectly
periodic regime. They almost simultaneously reach the convergence limit and transit into
the non-periodic chaotic regime near µ = 0.455. Other than the five-fold periodicity, the
phenomenology is qualitatively equal to that of the sinusoidally forced pendulum shown
in Figure 4.15. Quantitatively, the di�erences are significant, though, with wide bands of
chaotic regimes and with the hysteresis at the jump all but disappeared.

Irrational Dual-Frequency Modifying the forcing seemingly slightly – from frequency ratio
3
5 = 0.6 to approximately 0.6283 –, but removing the periodicity, changes the system’s
phenomenology significantly (Figure 4.24). While the general properties remain unchanged: — fig fp-state-bifur-pi-plot

(i) the quasi-linear realm is just widened by about 20%, the amplitude ratio of the added
term, (ii) the hysteretic jump near µ = 0.3 still leads to a regime of apparently well-defined
periodic orbits, and (iii) there is the transit into the chaotic regime near µ = 0.455.

Beyond the most general properties, the changes are significant, however. The periodic
orbits are sharply defined, but now there is a large number of them. We may actually con-
jecture that they are dense within the corresponding interval and that their separation stems
from the short simulation time. It prevents higher periodicities, and correspondingly lower
frequencies, from becoming manifest. This is corroborated by simulations of still shorter time

5-periodicity
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Figure 4.23.
Damped pendulum perturbed
with sum of two sine
functions with rational
frequency ratio, µ[sin(Êt) +
1
5 sin( 3

5Êt)], simulated and
drawn for increasing (red)
and decreasing (blue) values
of µ. ref fp-state-bifur-3-5-plot; file fig/5-cch/fp-state-bifur-3-5-plot

equation. The larger the ratio Êµ
Ê the more we think of a single autonomous system where

(4.14)2 is replaced by

cch.7 u̇2 = ≠2“u2 ≠ sin(u1) + µ

2
#
1 + cos(Êµu3)

$
sin(Êu3) . (4.27)

Incidentally, such distinctions are of a conceptual nature and make no operational di�er-
ence.

Additive Perturbation We explore the situation by superposing just two nearby modes,
a dominating one at Ê = 0.8, and another one with a lower frequency and just 20% of the
amplitude. We look at two cases for the frequency ratio: a rational one, 3

5 = 0.6, and an
irrational one, fi

5 ¥ 0.6283.

Rational Dual-Frequency Choose the perturbation µ[sin(Êt) + 1
5 sin( 3

5Êt)], which has a
periodicity of 5, i.e., after 5 periods, the signals are in phase. This is reflected for small
amplitudes µ . 0.45 (Figure 4.23), which is exactly what we expect for very small values — fig fp-state-bifur-3-5-plot

of µ for which the small-angle approximation is valid, the short dashed line in Figure 4.23.
There, the system is approximately linear and the principle of superposition applies. As
the simulation reveals, however, the resulting five branches remain stable across the jump
at µ = 0.3 and well into the strongly nonlinear realm. Each of them then undergoes a
sequence of bifurcations as seen before, which leads to a rather complicated but perfectly
periodic regime. They almost simultaneously reach the convergence limit and transit into
the non-periodic chaotic regime near µ = 0.455. Other than the five-fold periodicity, the
phenomenology is qualitatively equal to that of the sinusoidally forced pendulum shown
in Figure 4.15. Quantitatively, the di�erences are significant, though, with wide bands of
chaotic regimes and with the hysteresis at the jump all but disappeared.

Irrational Dual-Frequency Modifying the forcing seemingly slightly – from frequency ratio
3
5 = 0.6 to approximately 0.6283 –, but removing the periodicity, changes the system’s
phenomenology significantly (Figure 4.24). While the general properties remain unchanged: — fig fp-state-bifur-pi-plot

(i) the quasi-linear realm is just widened by about 20%, the amplitude ratio of the added
term, (ii) the hysteretic jump near µ = 0.3 still leads to a regime of apparently well-defined
periodic orbits, and (iii) there is the transit into the chaotic regime near µ = 0.455.

Beyond the most general properties, the changes are significant, however. The periodic
orbits are sharply defined, but now there is a large number of them. We may actually con-
jecture that they are dense within the corresponding interval and that their separation stems
from the short simulation time. It prevents higher periodicities, and correspondingly lower
frequencies, from becoming manifest. This is corroborated by simulations of still shorter time
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Figure 4.24.
Damped pendulum perturbed
with sum of two sine functions
with irrational frequency
ratio, µ[sin(Êt) + 1

5 sin( fi
5Êt)].
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ref fp-state-bifur-pi-plot; file fig/5-cch/fp-state-bifur-pi-plot

intervals (not shown here) that indeed produce fewer branches, which still spread across the
entire interval, however. Moving to the chaotic regime, we notice that the periodic windows pgm & fig for 64 instead of 256 cycles:

fp-state-bifur13-pi-cup-shortare absent, that the internal structure is actually practically lacking. there are plots for frequency ratios 5
and 1

10 : fp-state-bifur13-5-cdown and fp-
state-bifur13-1-10-cdown
some old stuff: approach:

1. fluid systems:

(a) L63: representation for
important env process
(Rayleigh-Benard) and
mother of modern
det. chaos; new: do
bifurcation diagram along
some interesting line in
parameter space

(b) L84

|sectionSelf-Organized Criticality Proba-
bly has to move to complex systems: intro
critical states; power distributions; def
self-organization [Keeler and Farmer 1986; Bak
et al. 1987]; examples

|sectionFractals rethink if this fits here:
Fractals highlighted the multiscale nature
of many phenomena in our environment;
¬river networks (rinaldo+14).

old text
We look at systems with a small number
of degrees of freedom but with a con-
tinuous development in time. They are
typically formulated as a set of coupled
ordinary di�erential equations. The pro-
totypical such system was constructed by
Lorenz [1963] as a highly abstracted de-
scription of Rayleigh-Bénard convection
in the atmosphere. We refer to it as the
L63 system. It was followed by a num-
ber of further exemplary systems Hopf,
Rössler, Lorenz-84
development in time: intermittency, syn-
chronization
lit: Nicolis [1995]
advanced topics:

• Magnitskii [2008]: Universal theory
of dynamical chaos in nonlinear
dissipative systems of di�erential
equations

• Evstigneev et al. [2010]: Nonlinear
dynamics of laminar-turbulent
transition in three dimensional
Rayleigh-Benard convection

4.2
The Lorenz-63 System

label: cch-s-l63

Fluids are the dominating means of transport in our environment. Their dynamics is
governed by the Navier-Stokes equation, which is notorious for its nonlinearity and pos-
sible chaotic regimes. This is a partial di�erential equation, however, hence an infinite-
dimensional system and o� limits for the low-dimensional situations we explore here.

Strongly reduced representations lead to a qualitative understanding of fluid flow, despite
the forbidding di�culty of the full system. A massive such reduction, proposed by Frisch
[1995], is the logistic map studied in Section 3.2. Here, we go for a less abstract approach,
a low-dimensional spectral approximation that is continuous in space and time but discrete
and low-dimensional in spatial frequency as it was developed by Saltzman [1962] and Lorenz
[1963] for characterizing the dynamics of Rayleigh-Bénard circulation.

4.2.1
Rayleigh-Bénard Convection

idx: Rayleigh-Bénard convection|textbf

label: cps-s-RB

was cps-s-active; cross+09, pg40: sin-
gle chaotic system vs complex, pattern-
forming system

This chapter is now for both chaotic and com-
plex systems. Hence, expand this part to fully
embrace Rayleigh-Bénard.

A linear flow process coupled with a linear transport process leads to a nonlinear system as
given by (1.1)–(1.2). Such a coupled process is referred to as active transport. Already such
a simple process can exhibit diverse phenomena that range from static stationarity through
periodic motion to quasi-turbulent flow. In reality, the situation is yet more di�cult as
velocities can become so high that the flow enters the nonlinear Navier-Stokes regime.

A prototype of an active transport system is thermal convection in a closed cell (Figure
4.25), so-called Rayleigh-Bénard convection. This process was first studied by Rayleigh

— fig thermosyphon

[1916] in an attempt to understand the experiments of Bénard in 1900. As it turned out
later [Pearson 1958], the observed phenomenon was not caused by density flow, as assumed
by Rayleigh, but by surface tension. It is today referred to as Marangoni convection with

idx: Marangoni convection

Rayleigh-Bénard convection still referring to density flow [Manneville 2006]. Incidentally,
there is also the related phenomenon of Rayleigh-Taylor instability. It refers to the relaxation

idx: Rayleigh-Taylor instability

of a fluid from some unstable stratification, for instance cold air overlying warm air, through
turbulent flow [Sharp 1984; Chertkov 2003].
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